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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
PURPOSE 
This study was requested by Dr. fro B. Korman, Administrator i Woodland' 
Park Mental Health Center. Woodland Park Mental Health Center currently pro­
vides a program of short-term evaluation and crisis care for a'dolescents. The 
staff there find it is difficult to locate suitable out-of-home placements for 
, certain of their adolescent patients concluding hospitalization. Their concern 
for this group of hard-to-place patients has led to this inquiry, the purposes of 
, , 
which are to (l) assess need, (2) design a residential' program, and (3) consider 
, ' 
the feas~bility of its implementation. 
METHOD 
In order ,to 'fulfill the goal of a wen-researched d'esign for adolescent 

treatment ser~ices, one attuned to current environmental factors as well as the 

J • " 
best of docum~nted clinical knowledge about the treatment' of disturbed odo,I,es~ 
cents, a multifaceted approach is required. A thorough review of the literature 
of the several discipl ines historically involved wit~ adolescent treatment is neces­
sary. Of spec ial con,cern is the effectiv.eness of vari~us models of treatment. In 
i\. 
.. 
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addition, other factors which may affect the outco~e of residential treatment will 
be considered. Attention will be directed toward factors such as staffing patterns, 
staff role designations, administrative patterns, the location of policymaking, 
length of stay, the de9~ee of interaction with the community, methods of struc­
turing family involvement, and the use of a school program. 
In order to design services to address those needs of troubled adolescents 
which are currently unmel in Northwest Oregon, it will be necessary to confer 
with the directors of existing programs to determine which services those programs 
offer and learn of any planned expansion. Additiona I contacts will be made with 
those agencies which are responsible for determining service gaps on a local, re­
gional and state basis.' These agencies (primarily the Mental Health Division, . 
the Children1s Services Division, and the Department of Human Resources) are in 
a pc;lsition to moni··tor the changing need for service and thus occupy a vantage 
point from wh ich to advise on the design of service components. 
As these same agencies have the responsibil ity to recommend to policy­
making bodies the most efficient use of scarce social service resources, the prior­
ities for service identified by them may indicate the feasibility of implementing 
treatment programs which rely on any social service resources. Because of the 
high cost of residentia J treatment, it is I ikely that the unovailabil ity of any social 
service money would severely I imit the population which could be served. 
The program must be designed in I ight of the accumulated knowledge of . 
the professionat literature, the informed assessment of service need, and the 
3 
r 
obvious effect of the distribution of resources. Additionally,. at the request o~ 
Dr. Korman,' a key element in the design of the treatment. program will be the 
collective c finical knowledge of those staff members at Woodland Park Mental 
Health Center who ar~ ~urrently working with ~do'escents. 
. " • i •. .. ', ',l 
.. 

CHAPTER II 
THE REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
HISTORY OF RESIDENT rAL TREATMENT 
The m.aiority. of today's residential treatmet:1t facit ities emerged from in­
stitutions whose original goals were the shelter, care, and training of dependent 
children. Maluccio and Marlow state, "Residential centers for children are a 
twentieth century phenomenon, stemming from Aichhorn1s appl ication of psych<;.>­
analytic concepts to work with children and youth. II (1972, p. 230) Although 
. . 
Aichhorn's primary work, Wayward Youth, was not. pubJished until 1934, it was 
in 1920 that he first called attention to the planned use. of the' IImilieu II cis a 
therapeutic tool. ·Aichhorn desc.ribed the milieu in terms of a psychoanalytic 
understanding of the individual childls needs. Other pioneers in explC?r~ng the 
, . 
effect of the mil ieu included Bruno Bettelheim, who establ.ish~d the Orthogenic 
School in Chicago, and Fritz Redi and (subsequently) David Wineman of Pioneer 
. House in Detroit. 
At t~e.same time'that child ~aring inst~tutions wer~ redefining their mis-
...; 
. . . 
: sio~ and new forms of care wer~ evolving" psychio.tric·. hospitals' were d.ebating the' 
J i ' I \.~ ~ • 
need for hospitalization for adolesc~.nts and' chJldren. A continuing' debate ~os 
begun on the benefit of separating adolescent from adult pat.ients in I iy'ing unit 
I " III • 
and/or ~ro9ram. In'1937, Curro,n, establ i~hedthe. 'first· strictly adolescent word at 
,
.
I 
. ... ". 
:' 
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New York City's Bellevue Hospital. (Nichtern 1968, p. 1 ]5) The movement 
toward all-adolescent, wards in treatment hospitals was slow enoug~ that seven­
teen years 'Iat~r when Hi Iiside Hospital establ ished its girls' Pavillion in 1954, 
it was still consider~d. "one of the first.~' (Nichtern 1968, p. ] 31) 
,hJ Oregon, as late as 1965,. none of the state hospitals had, a program 
for children or' adolescents. This was true even though state hospitals i~ Oregon 
had admitted seventy-two children under fifteen years of age in the fiscal year 
1962- J963 • (Taylor 1965~ p. 79) 
, CHARACTERISTICS OF RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT 
,There appears to be no one clear definition of what a residential treat­
ment center is or does although "residential treatment" is popular among child 
caring centers' as a self-description. Maluccio and Marlow conclude that it 
could generally be defined as "a total therapeutic program for children whose 
.' emotional probl~ms preclude treatment'in the community on an outpatient basis. " 
(1972, p. 232) They found that a residential treatment center generally included, 
the following:, 
. Structure or planned and controlled living. 

Group I iving and individuation. 

'dentificati~n through opportunities for significant relationships. 

Child-staff interaction. 

Integration and ioint planning an~revaluation of the child's treatment plan 

by all staf~. (Maluccio &,Marlow 1972, p. 232) 
&::II. 
6 
To that, list Mayer would add the following ,characteristi~s to define resi­
dential treatment as he envisions it: 
Treatmen't based on diagnosis. 
Education include~ among the goals. 
Interaction' and coordination between the environment and treatme~t therapy. 
Effective' utilization of the therapeutic potential of all staff. 
Prov.ision for staff training. 
Work ,with parents (noted as essential). (Mayer 1955, p. 667) 
Adler simplifies to 'four the components of residential treatment. , He fists 
these as diagnosis, a therapeutic environment, casework and psychotherapeutic 
services, and synthesis through ongoing communication of the v~rious disciplines. 
The synthesis would include ioint treatment planning and t~e evaluation and im-:­
plementation of treatment objectives. (Adler 1968, p'. 519) 
In large part,' residential treatment' i's characterized' by a di,versity of pro­
. , '. . 
grams and servic~s which have developed out of differences in ~istory, popula­
tion; purpose, and ,~heoretical. orientation. (Child Welfare, League of America 
1964, p. 10) One maior difference, alluded to earl ier in this review:, has· ~een 
the eyolution from two separQt~ directi~ns, psychiatry and child care, of a treat­
ment format call'ed ~esidential treatment. Psychiatric ~ospital care fo~ adolescents, 
and the program of'chil~ caring institutions. have b~en influenced by each other 
and' by other forces. One impqrta'nt 'factor has be'en socio~ogical studies into the 
" .; "1'," • I ~ .~ : 
",; 
'-..II 
" 
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residential treatment center as an institution and the effect of staffarid patient 
interactions. 
Although the boundaries between residential treatment of a~olescents in 
psychiatric hospitals and in child care institutio'ns are becoming less and f~ss clear, 
attempts have been made to distinguish between them as provid,ing "closed" a~' 
opposed to n0penll settings •. !hese are, commonly differe~tiated in ,terms of the 
program 'provided and the criteria for admission. 
According to Glickman, the nclosed" setting provides a "hospital type" of 
treatment for chil~reri such as the $chizophrenic, while the "open" setting designed 
for less d,istu,rbed children offers a diverse pro9ram and a "corrective emotional 
, experie.nce"~' (T~y(or and Alpert 1973, p. 80-101) This stqtement, while making 
,one useful ~uggest'ion for admission criteria, seems to neglect·the substan~ial por­
tion of adole~,cents who come to the attention of treatment facilities through de­
linquent activi.ties and who may elope from the "diverse program U of the open 
setting before, there is time for them to be affected by the IIcorrectiv·e emotional 
experience. II There appears to be a group who needs more control than can be 
provided in an' open setting and yet ,may' need diverse programming and correcti.ve 
exper~ences. Most pr~grams seem to have a cont·inuum of privileges; that is, 
vari<?us degrees of openness, to accommodate changing, individual ne~s.· 
Taylor, in hi's 1965 report to Oregon-s, Mental Health Planning Board, 

suggested that hospitals are' able to take childre'n not suited for non":'hospital 

DIll 
-
8' 
progrC:lm~' such as those with organic problems, the ,severely autistic, fire sett~rs, 
and, more generally, those needing a locked facility. (196~) 
Kadushin not~d the following maior trends in childre'n's i,nstitutions in 
recent years: 
1. 	 Expanded use of the institution as a specialized resource rather than 
as ~:ln undifferentiated facility for all children needi':lg s,~bstitute ca're. 
2. 	 Fewer ref~rrals of children but of children with more severe pr~~lems~ 
3. 	The, movement from custody to, treatment. 
4. 	 Increased professionalization and upgrading of staff. 
5. 	 Efforts to Ilde-institutionalize" the institution. 
6. 	 Efforts to involve parents more actively in the program. (Kadushin 1967, 
p. ,554) 
Despite many changes in the cha~acteristics of resident'ial institutions, 
they continue to be a maior means of coping with certain societal problems, most 
particularly to ca~e for those labeled mentally ill, retarded or delinquent.' (Hol-, 
land 1973, p. 241) 
One· predictable characteristic of residential treatment is that it is ex-: 
pensive.. A 1964 study by the Child Welfare league ,of America found that costs 
per c::hild per year ranged from $4,403 to $17,,947 for estabLished programs. (Hyl­
ton 1964, p. 174) The average cost per child per year at ten "high quality pro­
grams" was $9,684. (Hylton 1964, p. 166) In 1973 the average yearly cost of 
'care was found to have increased to approximately $13,000 per child. (Ta'ylor & 
Alpert 1973, p. 2) In a maior ~tudy attempting to discover why the cost of 
~ 

9 
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residential treatmen~ is so high, it was concluded that the number of profess~onal 
, staff in relation to the number of children in care is one of the maior factors af-,' 
fecting the cost of residential treat"!,,ent • Additionally, the cost of medically 
directed programs is si~ni~icantly higher than those ,ot non-medically-directed 
programs. (Hylton T964, p. 187). On the other hand, the proportion of disori­
ented or extremely aggressive children in ten of the centers was tested in relation 
to cost with no significant correlation found. (Hyl ton 1964, p. 187) 
POPULATION 
One: recurring issue is the question, "For whom' is residential treatment 
appropriate?1I Maluccio and Marlow find that the ql:Jestion is compounded by the, 
I~ck of a clear definition of "emotional disturbance. II (1972, p. 237) Kanner 
states t~at U[.the term] emotional disturbance has been used widely, sometimes as 
. , 
a generality with no terminological boundaries whatever and sometimes with ref­
erence to certain psychotic or near-psyc,hotic condit'ions. (I (1962, p. lOT) 

Residential treatment, then, is sometimes considered to be the appropriate 
treatment for emotional disturbance, but neither "residential treatment" nor fl emo­
tional disturbance" has been conclusively defined.: Despite this problem, clini­
cians of many professions daily need to deal with the question of referral to resi­
dential tr~atment. As Taylor concludes, 
When serious emotional disturbance occurs in adolescence, it cannot be ig­
nored.. If he [the adolescent] atte.mpts to solve his problems by aggressive 
behavior I his size and strength make it impossible for pdre~ts or teachers to 
10 
control his behavior. If he withdraws, attempts'suicide, or acts out sexually, 
his family an? community have to r~spond. (Taylor 1965, p. 39) 
Presenting problems for youth admitted for residential care are likely to 
be self-iniury, running away, aggressive acting-out, del inquency, and unaccept­
able sexual expression:'(Levy 1971) Presenting prohlems of younger children may 
also include passive-agg~essive behavior and hyperactivity. (Malucci9 1974, 
p. 229) 
Linsey introduces another view of the population of residenti~1 treatment 
centers. He sees the mental hospital as a means of social control whose patients 
are there because the community has determined their behavior to be unmanage­
able (i.e., delinquent) or inappropriate (i.e., depressed, suicidal or an'noyingly 
bizarre). (Lindsey 1974) Dettelback cautions that on~ should decide to admit a 
child to residential treatment only when his problems ,are so severe IIqualitatively 
and quantitatively so as to preclude treatment within the family. II (1955, p. 674) 
In Orego~, the Mental Health Division, in a study which eventually led to,the 
establishment of several Child Study Treatment Centers throughout the state,' sug­
gested that the hospitalization of adolescents at the state hospitals was, in many 
cases" an arbitrary choice, caused by deviant behavior which the community feels 
unable to handle and "which could be treated through some active community 
intervention. II (Oregon Mental Health Division 1969, p. 13) Even di'stant and 
arbitrary conditions, such as the overcrowding of iuvenile corrections facilities, 
can influence placement in a state hos,?ital. (Lindsey 1974, p. 140). 
I, 
.... 
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There has Jong been considerable concern for defining criteria for referral 
and placement but often these criteria are stated in ~ague, general terms. One 
. . 
common theme seems to be the need for a differential diagnosis as a basis for 
planning_ * 
General issues in admissions criteria are (1) the dynamic~ of fam ify .rela~ 
tionships, (2) the child's development history, (3) the nature and extent of symp­
toms, (4) the prognosis or change in the chil~ and his parents, and (5) the avail­
abi lity of psychiatric outpatient or other rehab iI itati·on fac i lities in the community. 
(Maluccio & Marlow 1972, p. 238; Levy 1971, p.' 20) Lerner suggests other issues, 
such as the length of stay required, the age of the child and the amount .of sy~ptom 
tolerance in the family, school and community. (1952) D' Amato sees cr'iteria for 
admission to full residential treatment in terms of the child's needs for separation, 
for special education, and for psychiatric treatment_He concludes that anyone 
or two of these needs could be provided for in group homes, day centers or within 
the child's own family and that the chHd should be referred for treatment only if 
alJ three needs are present. (D' Amato 1969, p_ 26) Despite concurrence of many 
authors on the issues involved in the decision to refer for residential treatment, 
Maluccio and Marlow insist that lithe decision to place a child in residential 
treatment is presently a highly individualized matter based· on a complex set of 
idiosyncratic factors defying categorization. II (1972, p. ~39) 
*This is the ideo behind Oregon's established Chi1d Study Treatment Cen­
ters and the Adolescent Study Treatment"Centers t9 be proposed to the 1977 leg­
islature • 
.. 
12 
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One 'side issue in residential treatment within psychiatric hospitals is the 
question of whether or not adolescents should be mixed with adults in a general 
tredtment program, should share living u~its with adults but partjcipate in an 
adolescent treatment program, or should be sepQrate from adults both in living 
. '. . . 
. quarters and program. Gossett et al. ci te a study by Beavers and Blumberg which 
strongly suggests that those hospitals offering a specialized adolescent treatment 
program had better long term results, especially for schizophrenic and character 
disordered patients. They conclude that this observation was supported in later 
studies. (1973, p. 607) 
Grdlnick, on the other hand, found that there were sufficient referrals to 
transform his hospital to an all-adolescent hospital, but held the adolescent popu­
lation to 40 or 50 percent, seeing the all-adolescent hospital as an artificial 
cl.imate which leads to t~e unmanageable behavior of the gang. (Nichtern 1968) 
Policy at the University of Texas Medical School Hospital reflects the conviction 
that the presence. of adult patients among adolescents reduces tensio-:-a and allows 
for mutual benefit. They limit the adolescent population on any ward to 70 per­
cent of 'the to.taL (Beavers 1968, p. 10) 
. The importance of this issue became apparent when· one considers that ado­
lescents and young adults are being admitted to mental hospitals at rates higher 
than all other age groups. (Flomenhaft 1974, p. 66) In 1971 adolescents com­
prised 25 to 30 percent of the patient populatio.n in psychiatric hospitals. (L~vy 
1.971, p. 18) In 1969 the N .I.M. H. pr~icted that the overall residential 
1:1 
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population ~ill decrease by 18 percent, but that the perce,nt of those patients 
who are young will increase by 90 percent. (Oregon Mentol Health Division 1969, 
p. 10) Other evidence that an increase in young psychiatric patients is likely is' 
found in the government prediction that by 1985 one-half of the United States 
population will be less than twenty-one years old. (Nichtern 1968, p. vi) 
PHILOSOPHY 
Aresidential treatment setting must adhere to a coherent philosophy re­
garding the bringing up of children in general and a philosophy of treatment in 
particular. (Levy 1971, p" 20; Beavers. 1968, p. 11) Beavers ven~ures the opinion 
that 
No special theoretical model of psychopathology seems to be needed to run 
a successful adolescent unit. However I it is essential that whatever treat­
ment philosophy is used, we make its main outlines simple and clear enough 
to be, transmitt.ed [to everyone}. (1968, p'. 1,1) 
T~e treatment philosophy is necessary for continuity and predictabil ity in 
the I iving unit, a'nd to enable ar I staff to be agents of the th~rapeutic experience 
(or at least not to detract from therapy done by others). The philosophy usually 
develop~ out of an understanding of the cause and/or cure of the pathology. Those' 
locating the "illness" in the resident are likely to develop a different philosophy 
and to behave differently than those emphasizing a sick environment. (Stannard 
1973) 
ira. 
.14 
Recurring issues in 'treatment philosophies are: 
1. 	 The cause of the disturbance (usually seen as a lack ~f something). 
" 
2. 	The goal or ,goals of treatment (usually an attempt to suppl y that which 
is/was lackin9. and how this might be done). 
3. 	The desirable degree of structure and control--and acceptable methods 
for achieving' and maintaining these. 
4. 	The roles'~ responsibilities and decision-making power of staff members 
(and patie~ts), particularly'a concern with who is the npri~ary therapist ll 
or a, question of h~w members of lithe team" will function togethe~. 
'5~ 	 The..role in treatment of the Patient1s family. 
Maluccio and Marlow state that the prevalent f<:>rm of phflosophy of resi­
dential treatment has been that of "individual centered treatment. II (1972, p. 235) 
Before the 19~Os, writers typically underscored the psychological aspects of treat­
mente Maior therapeutic obiective's were the resofution of intrapsychic conflicts, 
the devefopme!1t ~f insigh:t, and the reorganization of the child1s personality., 
(Maltle,cio & Marlow '1972', p. 235) 
The views of Donald Rinsley illustrate some of the ways this theory may 
transl.ate into pra~tice. , DonC:lld Rinsley stat~s that the great maiority ~f adoles­
cents admitted to psychiatric hospitaf:s are psychotic or bord~rl ine psychotic •. They 
are described in ,ego psychological terminology as: symbiotic or pre-symbiotic and 
the goal is defined as "reconstructive treatment" leading to lasting healthy per­
sonaHty change.' EmphQsis is not on the" milieu but on the therapeutic relationship 
, d.,. 
15 
r-

with a psychiatrist .. A three-phase course of treatment is expected' to l!lst approx­
imatety three years. Staff roles are to be clearly delineated with the psychia­
trist making treatment decisions after seeking staff input. Families are to be 
dealt with through cas~~ork. (Adilman 1973, p: 547) 
The importance of the "environment" of 'residential treatme~t has been 
recognized since Aichhorn ~elineated the idea of the therapeutic milieu in Way­
ward Youth. (Trieshman 1969) Bettelheim and Sylvester developed the concept 
in 1948~ (Maluccio & Marlow 1972, p. 234) A thi~d primary figure is Redl. 
Aichhorn, Bettelheim and Redl all had an ego-psychiatric orientation and were 
concerned.with how the living situation could be planned around the ego's func­
tioning for the. purpose of supporting and nourishing its functioning and develop­
ment. (Trieshman 1969) 
The views of Bettelheim give a clear example of how the emphasis on the 
milieu blended with the theoretical stance which emphasized the psycho-dynamic 
aspects of tr eatment. Bettelheim states that the cause of emotional disturbance 
in children is emotional deprivation, particufa~ly deprivation .of a constant rela­
tionship from which to form a framework f~r interpersonal relationships. (Adilman 
1973~ ,P. 558) For Bettelheim, ~he goal of treatment is to provide this experience 
through encouraging interpersonal relationships, peer group support and influence, 
a formal school program, and adult protection. Rules ~re minimized to enable 
"autonomous s~lf-regulation. II (Adifman 1973, p. 558) The main responsibility 
i : 
for treatmen.t is given to the residential 'staff because in order to deal 
I . 
... 
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16 , 
therapeutically with all types of behavior, they must 'have total responsibility • 
.He recommends the use of young people because of their "enthusiasm, zeal and 
contagious belief in human potentialities. It (Adilman 1973,' p. ,558) Bettelheim 
maintains that parents often sabotage their child's therapy a'1~ that orte ~alue of 
• '~ .' .! : • ~ ~. • ~ 
residential treatment is fhat ,it lets the child live outside the reach of his parents. 
(Adil~a~ 19.13, p. 558) 
Other examples of theories emphasizing intrapsychic confl icts and person­
ality reorganization are available. Many of these'are summarized succinctly in 
Adelman's work. (1973, p. 554-565) Basic agreement on cause or cure does not 
necessarily lead to similar approaches to control, staff role and therapeutic re­
sponsibility. This can be seen in a comparison of the philosophies of Bettelheim 
and Rinsley above. One common understanding is that therapists will focus on 
emotional turmoil in therapy hours while resident staff deal with behavior through­
, , 
out the day. The maior theorists discussed so far have been psychiatrists who ,were 
dealing primarily with hospital situations. A similar stance, however, is often 
found withi~ child caring institutions, in which the caseworker i,s considered the 
"primary therapist" or "prim~ry relationship, It and the child care staff or house 
parents are expected to deo I wi th behav ior • 
, Some have attacked the classic psychiatric diagnosis as too often self-
fulfilling. Expectations are coinmunicated and the resultan,t behavior is described 
as reflecting an nego deficit, .. rather than as behavior appropriate to .the immedi­
ate soc ia I situat ion. (Westmaas 1971) Staff admitt ing an ado I escent ina state of 
! 
17 
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"ego di~rganizatiO!l" are seen as failing to account· for the tr~umatizin,g effect 
of referral and ad~ission to a facility for the emotionally disturbed. (Lindsey 
1974, p. 143) , 
Abend et al. r~fute the need for long h~spitalization which is assumed by 
many of those who seek personaf'ity re,organization. They cite the emphasis of 
Community Mental Health on minimizing the degree and duration of separation 
, ' 
f~om the family. They also propose that significant interaction can take place 
with the .child care personnel. (Abend et al. 1968, p. 949) 
Others have also protested prolonged institutionai car'e •. Flomenhaft i,n­
dica~ed that institutional care, especially at a distance fro~ home, encourages, 
chronicity. Du~ing h~spitalization, t~e family often closes ranks against the 
patient and reorganizes by having other family members take over the patient's 
, , 
normal functions. He concludes that t,he longer the patient is away from· home 
the more difficult it is to r~inte9raie into the f~mii y .and communi'tY. (Flomenhaft 
1974, p. 57) 
, 'In t~e ,early 19~0s t~e residential treatment cent~r was studied by social 
scientists who then discussed the importance of the social system which surrounds 
. . 
pati~nts and staff in a treatment. facil ity. (Malucc io &Marlow 1972/ p. 233) 
. ' 
Early 'examples are Stanton and S~hwartz, The Mental Hospital, 1954; Goffman, 
A'sylums, 196]; and Cummings and Cummings, Ego and Milieu, 1963. More recent, 
j 
commentary -includes the works of Thomas Szasz and D. Laing. Significant, work 
was done by' Polsky et 01. in 1962. They used sociological ~et~ds to analyze 
" . . 
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the 	impact of various subsystems and subcultures of staff and residents. (Maluccio 
& Marlow 1972, p. 232) Levy, writing ,from the Children's Hospital of ,the Men­
ninger Clinic, states that aside from separation from a destructive environment, 
what is therapeutic about the progress is "a chance to point out (confront) again 
and 	again, as it happens, the personal,ity tendencies repeatedly expressed which 
are appropriate to the actual c,urrent circumstances. II Patients can be made aware 
of their misperceptions. (Levy 1971, p. 21), ' 
In The Other 23 Hours the authors define the goal of the milieu as ,lIbe­
havioraf ~hange" in the child, but do not limit the behavior to that which is 
,observable. This change is to come through teaching, and five nteachi~g formats" 
are out) ~ned. These include rules" routines, programming and activiti~s, manag­
ing surface behavior, and conversations which m(Jy be general, psychotherapeutic 
or 	life-space interviews. (Trieshman et al. 1969) 
Some, emphasizing the sociologically defined importance of the peer 
group, h,?ve tried to' center treatment in the group. 'n, lewis's IIProtreatment 
Group Process, II the group is seen as responsible for ind'ividual behavior and when, 
an 	individual acts out, the entire group is restricted until they explore their in": ' 
volvement in the act and find constructive alternatives. (Adilman 1973) Typically 
, in such programs, the group determines privileges.for the individ~al as well. 
~aie~' has categorize'd treatment philosophi'es a's: 
1. 	 Individuoily-centered treatment in which'the one-to-one therapeutic: re­
lationship is the mainstay of the' program., " 
-,.,. 

I 
I 
I' 
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2. 	 Group-centered treatment in ~hich treatment revolves around living, 
work or therapy groups. 
3 ... Integrative treatment in which the child-care worker is the pivotal agent 
in a service'stressing J,Jtifization of the total institution. (M~Jer 1965, 
.' 	 ' '. • \' . ,~ , . : ':':, ..' ' ,', I ,.' 
p. 	662) 
Maluccio and Marlow conclude that the newer literature reveals a 're-
conceptual ization of treatment which approaches Maier's third alternative of 
"integrative treatment. II (1972, p. 235) 
Th,ere is also a' philosophy of residential treatment which maintai~s ,that 
residential treatment should not exist. This theory will be explored subsequently 
in the section on alternatives to residential treatment.' 
'METHOD 
Probably the primary methodological issue in residential treatment i~ how 
to defin~ a,nd structure roles, ~es'ponsib'iI ities, and decision making of the ~taff 
,within tbe "treatment team. II 
The Menninger Clinic exam,i,ned t~e functioning of their pro~ession~1 in­
terdisciplinary t,eam in doing typical ou.tpatient diagnosti,c evaluations. They 
found t~at ,they had problems of role differentiatio~, leadership, and communica­
tion;'~'nd probiems' in ~el~tionships;which they l~b~'J'ecr "transfer~rice" and "counrer­
transferenc~. If The problems of a~ inpatient ~taff'" particularly when that ~taff is 
, 	 , j 
considered, a "team,"'c;u"e greater. Levy states, Ulntegrating the efforts of many 
'\ 
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people, psychiatric Os w~11 as para~edical, into a meahingful whole is no mean 
administrative fask. II (Levy 1971, p. 20) Browne elaborates further: 
The executive must lead his agency towards a solution of its confusion about 
roles and must help determine which are the most appropriate and effective 
ways of differenti~ting, defining and organizing roles in the institution; what 
alterations in conventional roles must be brought about; how the prestige at­
tached to various roles can best be distributed; what value systems are asso-, 
ciated with various roles and' how role conflict develops: how various roles 
can c~mp'ement each other and be integrated to prov'ide the most effective 
therapeutic contact. (Browne 1963, p.' 81) , 
Although it is not within the scope of this review to dev~fop a thesis on 
the cause of intrastaff tension within treatment programs, it is important to ex~ 
pfore this issue a bit further, including ot this point a discussion of two keyar­
ticles from sociology and administrative science. 
An articfe by sociologists Fry and Miller explores the effects of using in-: 
terdisciplinary teams of helping or healing profes,sionals practicing as members of 
small work groups. They discovered a high degree of i~b tension. They cite a 
1970 study by Horowitz which indicates that team effective~ess ~nd authority 
patterns arise as a result of con~ens~s which itself derives from bargaining. Th~y 
found 'that professionals ,are not.taught how to bargain about their roles and, t~us, 
are ill prepared t~ "';ork on interdisciplinary teams .. (Fry &'Miller 19~4, p. 417) 
, , 
They alsO found that the individuaPs influence on the team is determined by the 
, . 
ability to control <?rganizational resources, and the.refore, in di'Fferent settings 
, , 
the members of different professions will dominat~. (Fry ~ Miller 1974) , 
, " 
Not only ~re professionals ill pr~pared to ~ork together as a team (pro­
, . .~.-
fessional identi.ty'a~d ,the ~ssi9n~~ con!rol of r,e~~;ces workin9'~gainst this goal), 
" \ 
1· r. 
i: : 
• 
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but it is also difficult to com~ine professionals and -burea~cracies. "From the 
perspective of formal organizational theory, a maior cont~adiction has been noted 
in the combination of professionals and organizations structured along bureau­
cratic liries." (Fry &~iller 1974, p. 418) Th~rists indicate that the ,traditional 
discussions ~f authority and hierarchical rel~tionships in organizations eire irrel~-
vant to the professional-organizational question. (Fry & Miller 1974, p. 418) 
In discussing the relatjons~ip between the treatment team ~nd the larger 
organization, Horowitz sees that decision making and policy development are 
functions which are fundamental to the operation of the interdiscipli nary team. 
The role 'of management is merely one of evaluating team perform~nce and possibly 
influencing 'pol icy. The imposition of policy guidelines from outside' the team is 
seen to impair the performance of the team and its morale. To function effective-
Iy, interdisciplinary teams must be given autonomy by, the larger organization. 
(Fry & Miller 1974, p. 418) 
The crux, of the findings is this: 
Organizations whi'ch incorporate a quasibureaucratic administrative structure 
and aho allow autonomy to accrue to professionals within the team structure, 
are generating several potential sources of organi~ational strain. (Fry & 
Mfller 1974, p. 430) 
Of course, that is precisely the situation of many in-patient treatment 
facilIties; and the problems between professional disciplines, between professionals 
a~ par~professionals, and between teams and the bureaucracy, can be ea~i1y rec­
ognized in residential treatment setting~. 
22 
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A 1973 article by Holland d,iscussed the concept of "unitization" which 
he describes as o~e proposal to improve institutional care, to decentralize deci­
sion making to lower levels in the organization closer to the clientele and those 
who are in 'direct conta~t with them. The gool is t~ increase individualization 
of client services. He concludes that organizational decentralization influences 
treatment away from an institution orientation and toward a gr.eater individ~al 
orientation, and he recommends that decisi~n making be further decentralized 
and 'that the role of direct care staff be em'phasized in the planning of treatment 
plans. (Holland 1973, p. 248) 
. The inclusion of direct care staff in decision making is becoming more and 
more common. Maluccio and Marlow, citing the 1967 study Chil,d Welfare Ser­
vices by Kadushin and a similar study by Pappenfort and Kirkpatric~ summarize, 
Although traditional treatment modalities prevail in most settings, they are 
increasingly being questioned ••• the trend is away from the medical model 
of one-to-one therapy, and the triumvirate of psychiatrist, psycho'iogist and 
social worker is yielding to a team approach encompassing the total staff. 
(Maluccio &Marlow 1972, p. ,235) , 
The inclusion of direct care staff (or "line ll staff~in treatment teams ~as 
been to some extent influence~ by sociological studies which demonstrated ·their 
substantial influence on treatment. One study by Polsky and ~Iaster s,:,mmarized, 
the role' of the child care worker in residential cottage~ as "piv~tal. II, (Mafuccio 
& Marlow 1972, p. ,232) 
, ; j 
Studies'by Caudil' and by Coffman demonstrated the substantial impact of 
~ ~. ~ . t 
nurses and orderlies in psychiatric hospitals'. (Stannard 1973) This influence has' 
ir. 
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become greater with the increase of educated and' e'ne'rgetic young people into 

. paraprofessional roles. (Stannard 1973) Although professionals tend to minimize 

the influence of the line staff, the line ~taff commonly do not. Nurses and order­
l.ies in Stannard's study.felt they were more influent~al .than the doctors in bring­
ing about the patient's ~ecovery. (1973, p. 145) 
Works' by Konopka and Schulze stressed the importance of the direct care 
, '" 
done by group workers in children's institutions. (Maluccio & Marlow 1972, p. 
234) More 'recently there are calls for the professiona lization of the child care 
worker, traditionally a person without specific academic. or professional training. 
Birnback argues for their inclusion as an integral part of the treafment, team, 
chanenging.the traditional distincti~n between psychotherapeutic. and, cus~odia' 
functions, and describing the child care worker as lithe primary therapeutic 
, , 
ogent.·1f (Oiggles 1970, p. 509) 
The organizational problems generated by the inclusion ~f direct care 
staff onto the treatment team have been adequately explored in t~e ,literature. 
orie problem is that there are usually more direct care staff than professionals 
and by instituting democratiC decision making the professional group would .lose. 
. . 
power. Another p~oblem, no doubt, rises·from the huge differences in authority I 
. , 
prestige, . iob security, and salary which would tend to define professionals and 
direct ca~e staff as unequal. Beavers'mentions the need of all. staff members for 
adequate income (to maintain morale), opportunity. for prestige, opportunity for 
learning, claritY"of r~le and praise. (1968) A third pr~hlem is that since m~st 
r· 
'f 
• "> ). ~ 
~ 
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direct care staff are not screened through any training process, some individuals 
'. who are unprepared for responsible decisior:' making may fill these roles. 
Some authors attributed a great many of the staffs' problems in dealing 
with each other and wit~ the adolescents i~ treatm~~t as IIfailures to comml!ni­
~ ~., • , • ~. I 
cate, tI vIa "pa~ataxic distortions, II premature' and inaccurate labeling, and deal-, 
,ings based on "distorted personifications. II (Westmaas & Westendorp 1~7J) It' 
would appear, however, fhat there are sociologically observed c:>rganizational 
, and even political problems not caused by' poor communication ,but by a confl ict 
over authori ty • 
A reoccuring, methodological issue is that of the necessqry or optimum 
child/staff ratio. While Hylton found that the child/staff ratio of residential 
treatment facilities ranged fro,m 1: 1 to 5: 1 with a mean of 2': 1 (197~, p. 152), 
Taylor'recommends a J: 1 ratio. (1965) Beavers concludes ,that the staff ratio for 
a successful program 'with adolescents is higher than for any oth~r type of program 
except perhaps ar:l ambitiou,s program ~r schizophrenics., (1968, p. 10) , 
A~ditional meth~ology issues in the residential treat~ent of adolescents 
are those of the ex~ent and means of control and ~he components of program. Ef­
feetive treatment of adolescents is considered to require effective controls, : 
(Nichtern 1968, p. 134), but the procedures by which contror is obtained and 
purposes for ~hi~h' it is used vary. Be<;lv~':~ suggests ,that with adolescents the 
staff can err in two directions: by failing to be firm when' the situation demands 
it (creating the anxiety of limits which are too loose); or by fafting to create 
25 
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lithe kind of comfortable equal relationship that teaches the delight of .mutual 
. , 
problem sofving. I~ (Beavers 1968, p. 12) Adolescent patients, especially those 
who act out their conflicts~ place severe stresses on staff relationships. (Beavers 
1968, p. 12) Many facilities have some system of assigning residents to one level 
, . 
of a continuum of responsibilities and privileges. (Beavers 1968, p. 11) Others 
use a more. spec;ific' point system for the modification of behavior. (Muller 1964) 
Authors generally agree on the need for programming <:Jctivity for adoles­
cents. large. blocks of uncommitted time are seen as undesirable arid the need is 
recognized for sufficient workers to staff activit ies on ,evenings and weekends. 
Supplies, facilities, equipment; transportation and some financial resources are 
required for a good activity program. Also required is the'knowledge to plan 
~ctivities a~d recreation with potential for therapeutic benefit. Trieshman et al. 
(1969) urge thafactive programs be examtned for what they give to, as well as 
demand of, ~he ego of the c~ild~ Child care workers need training 'on how to 
maximize the benefit of activities. ' 
, , 
Provision of a, school program is vital. (Beavers 1968; Gosset et af. 1973; 
Nichtern 1968; Maluccio 1974) Nichtern finds that most adolescents ,i'n a psychi­
atric ~ospital have ..o school problem of one type or another and recommends a 
school program which' pr~v,id~s small cla~ses, allows fl~ibil~ty in scheduling and 
work assignments, and employs teachers who can work with emo~ionally disturb~ 
adolescents. (1968, p. 137) Service~ for problem children within the public 
.,;. 
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school system are usually inadequate, but school sy'stems typica1ly aid in the 
provision of school progra'ms within the treatment setting_ 
Most treatment programs provide some f?i"m of staff training_ Levy main­
. , 
toins that extensive al"!d continuing inservice training is necessary to create and 

maintain a quafity treatment program. (1971, p. 20) 

Finally, methods of staff communication mus~ be designed. These typi­
cally include written notes i.n indivi~ual pati~nt charts or files, oral "report" 
sessions 'at shift changes, staff meetings designed to address administrative matters, 
. and patient-oriented "staffing" sessions. Some systems locate the most current 
inform~tion o~ patients with case managers who may have primary responsibility 
for that patient for the duration of his/her residence or whose responsibi I ity may
. '. 
be quite brief. "Community meetings" are.typically staff-resident nieeti~s whose 
to,pics may be primarily administrative, 'such as planning recreation or making 
changes in routine, or may move into therapeutic area~ as staff and residents 
share their feel i ngs about the program and each other .. 
The Menninger CI'inic is one of a small number of programs which have 
.	their written communication .in "open charts" equally accessibre to staff and resi-', 
dents~ Residents can "chart on·lI'the psychiatrist iust as .the psychiatrist '''char,ts 
on" them. In a·s'ystem like this, there is usuallia small portion of lI$taff only" 
charting for espe~ially sensitive materiar. (Levy J971, p. ,21.) There are,other 
ways, in which the treatment proces~ is, becoming more available to the residents 
of, the treQtment facility. Because of the recent emphasis on nco~tractingn for 
, i 
. " 
" 
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treatment, it has become mor~ common for residentS to have.some part in decid­
ins treatment .goals and methods. Westmaas' and Westendorp presented the tech­
niq~e called irstraight talk II through which they opened up the traditional IIstaff­
ing isession II to the resJdent being "staffed II I giving the resid.ent a participant­
. 	 . '" . 
obs1rver rol.e. (1971) 
THE FAMrLY 
Every source encountered by thi.s author made at least'passing mention of 
the limportanc~ of working wit~ the families of adolescents in residence. Maluccio 
and' Marlow concur with this finding, saying that the importance of parental in-. 
volvement has long been stressed by many writers. (1972, p. 236) Similarly, a 
study for the Child Welfare League of. America concludes, "Researchers fee! the: 
. ' 
fi"qipgs indicate tha~ increased work with families as a urlit is appropriate and is . 
du~ even greate~ em~hasis" and thqt from the beginn,ing it is. importa~t to activate 
st~engths and proVide direction for 'family integration. (Tay~or & Alpert 1973, 
p. 	52) 
The ways'in'which families are included vary. Some ag~ncies prefer to 
. 	 . 
work with children from intact families; some require court commitment for admis-' 
sion to 	re'sidence; others insist on parental involvement,' usually through ca~ework,' 
gro~p th~rapy, or educational groups. (Maluccio &Marlow 1972, p. 236) . 
~ . 	 . . 
D~spite. th~ con~urrer:'ce of sOurces of th~ necessity for parental involve­
ment,. there appears 'to b~ a subst~ntial gap between theory and practice. 
!, 
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Maluccio and, Marlow s'ummarize, IIWhile'the goal of parental. involvement in 
treatment is pervasive as an ideal, the emphasis in, most settings is on work with 
the child~ If (1972, p. 236) They cite as evide'nce for this conclusion a five-year 
study of, Rhode Island c~.ildren in residential trea.tme~t which showed that generally 
very little work was done with the parents either by th~ centers or by the referral 
agencies. They conclude, "Few substantive articles dealing with parents have 
appeared. There is need for fur'ther consideration of the role of parents' and par­
ticularly the factors that interfere with their more consistent and meaningful in­
volvement. II (Maluccio & Marlow 1972, p. 236) One factor affecting parents' 
involvement with their chHdren in res.idence is the di~tance parents have to trov'el 
to the treatment fac iii ty. 
, ' 
DISCHARGE/PLACEMENT/AFTERCARE 
Discharge planning'and aftercare services ~re omo~g the primary problems 
in residential treatment. Iv\aluccio found insuffi(£ie~t coordination among agencies, 
fragment~tion 'of services, and inadequacy of supportive programs' within the com- , 
munity. (1974, p. 230) The ~me study showed evidence ,that, although cle~r and 
thougbtfuf recommendations for aftercare services were made by the treatment in­
~ stitutions, there wa,s little follow-up in the community. (Ma luccio 1974, p. 233) 
. . . . . 
Communities lack s~rvices. TheY,fack the services which could have prevented 
the situations 'which require residential treatment., They lack the serv'ices which 
'\' , 
can serve as alternatives to residential treatment. r~ey cilso lock the seryices 
:":1 c. 
t. 
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which can suppor.t and max,imize changes made during the course of residential 
treatment. 
One final issue deserves mention in the discussion of residential treatment 
method. Quality residential treatment requires adequate facilities, furnis~~ogs,' 
If • ' •• 
~quiprne~t and suppl ies. The physical surroundings need to be pleasant, co~-
fortable and' durable. Superior and, detailed account~ of the manner in which 
facility can facilitate program can be found in Maier and Kamps (undated) and 
Trieshman et al. (1969) 
RESEARCH AND EVALUATION 
. Research on.residential treatment is in its infancy. Practice would be 
qualitatively improved by clearer understanding of th~ effects of various forrrls of 
residential treatment. If practitioners knew how, why and for whom:resid~ntial 
treatment "~orked, they would be able to knowledgeably alter treatment pro-It 
grams or more discriminately admit cl ients for treatment. The purpose .of this, 
section is to explore what 'has been discovered about residential treatment and . 
mor~ 'specifically about'residential treatment effectiveness. 
By far the most succinct examination of research on residentia I treatment 
'is presented in the 1972 literature review by Maluccio and Mar'l~w.' They found 
that most research in resid~ntiar treat~ent ha~ been descriptive research, describ­
ing specific centers or characteristics of children in residence or prog~am compo­
nents. They found fittle'research ~n' the process' and outcome of treatment and 
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conclude, "Available studies represent isolated and'f~agmented efforts of indi­
vidual centers and reflect the lack of cumulative research in the field of child 
welfare. II (Maluccio & Marlow 1972, p. 240) These authors found a need to fill 
the,gap in research on the process of treatment and especially the factors tha~ 
produce change in children. They point out that although the works of Polsky 
and other sociologists provide a lot of information about the interaction among 
. , 
residents as well as between residents and staff members, t~ere are no conclusions 
about the effect (or effectivene~s) of various patterns of child care. (Maluccio & 
Marlow 1972, p •. 241) 
In summarizing their findings on the effectiveness of residential·treatment, 
Maluccio and Marlow state that available evaluative research consists primarily 
o~ follow-up investigations focused on the relationships between odi,ustment in 
residential treatmen,t and adaptation after discharge. They continue: 
All of the available studies are descriptive, short-term and follow-up. None 
has the scope of a comprehensive or definHive work, each is concerned with 
a small number of children known to a particular center. There. has been no 
longitudinal research, and there has not been. any' investigation encompassing 
. a wide variety of treatment centers or comparing a number of programs. (1972, 
p. 241) 
This critic;ism is echoed in the 1970 statement by the Joint Commission on 
Mental Health of Children which indicates that "few residential programs evaluate 
the outcome of their work in rigorously designed, well-controlled, scientificafly 
I " 
obiective studies. II (1970, p. 273). . 
Two.primary methodological problems are ~hose.of defining and measuring 
success. Success is usually viewed as the ability of the child to function 
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adequately after leaving the institution. (Maluccio' &Marlow 1972, p. 241) This 
.definition overlooks the effect of post-institutional influences upon the resident', 
both supportive and debilitating. In ,a study of the Menninger Clinic, for example, 
it was determined that t~e degree of change achiev~ in residential ~reatment was· 
not significant1 y related to· post-disc~arge ada·ptation. (1aylor & Alpe~t 1973, p. 
45) 
The measurement of-successful functioning is' also problematic. No single 
instrument stands out as capable of locating and measuring successful, functioning. 
In 1973 one noteworthy. study attempted to sum~arize the findings of long:" 
term follow-up studies of adolescent residents of psychi~tric hospitals. They, found 
that thirteen studies had been published within the last ,thirty years. Six variables 
were found to be significantly correlated to the long-term outcome of persons who 
received in-patient psychiatric treatment. Three of ~hese va,riables w'ere 'related 
to patients: the severity of their psychopathology~ the process-rea~tive nature ~f 
the~r psychopathol.ogy, and their intell igence. Two variables refer to the nature 
of hospital treatment: the presence of a special ized 'adolescent program, and 'com­
pletion of the in-hospital treat~ent.' The final variable,l whic.h ref~rs to aftercare, 
is continuati~n of, individual psychother~py followi ng' hospital discharge. (Gossett 
et al'. 1973) Because methodological faults were apparent in the thirteen s.tudie~, 
the suggestion of new, hy~theses for research may be the ~ai'n value of this sum­
mary of their findings. 
32 
Another interesting study, this one by Kalman Flomenhaft, compared the 
effectiveness of two treatment programs at Colorado Psychiatric Hospital, one an 
inpatient program and the other an emergency outpatient program. Adolescents 
from the two groups we~e judged on four developmental tasks of adolescence, using 
. ' 
4: 
the' Developmental Task Inventory. No significant difference was found in out­
come and it was noted that outpatient treatment was bot,h faster by a 2: 1 ratio and 
cheaper by an 11: 1 ratio. (Flomenhaft 1974) 
Another important finding may be that by Grob et aI., who found that 
while "improvement ll was reported by subiects or co-respondents in 75 percent of 
the cases studied, intrinsic in this was a lowering of expech:;Jt,ions which was 
acknowledged by the families. (1970) The most pessimistiC finding, 'derived from, 
, . 
a t~n-year follow-up study, was that "without qu'estion ll the only therapeutic
. , 
variables associated ,with outcome were those which described the severity of 
illness at the time of hospitalization. (Herrara et al. 1974,' p. 773) 
GenerallYi it would qppear that the field is a long way from having a 
workable body of kno:,ledge on t~e causes of pathology, the util ity of various 
forms of treatment" or the roethodology by which to find out. Ther~ is need for 
com~rison studies, control groups, and the replication of studies to determine the 
reliability and validity of various methods. The increasing insistence offunding 
, . 
~nd regulatory s~urces for documentation an~ eV~~,uation mqy be inc,entive for at­
tention to re,search. 
.r" 
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INNOVATIONS AND ALTERNATIVES 
No lit,erature review is complete without rrtention of the criticism of resi­
dential tre.atment and. the innovations and alternatives being proposed. at:1q d~vel-
oped in ~esponse to those ,critic'sms. 

There are unintended consequences of institutional living. It has been de­
seribed as debilitatiog and dehumanizing while returning few to more satisfactory 
levels of social functioning. (Holland 1973) Doud contends that in the hospital 
the patient is caught in the bind of being sick and having to admit to sickness but 
. of not being allowed to lIact" sick. (1969, p. 1745) Many persons look back on 
. ( 
hospitalization as punitive and destructive of self~esteem. (Herrer.!! et al. 1974, 
p. 773) 
The decision to place a child in a residential facility often comes from. the 
failure to provide resources for. families. Resources which cou1d be considered 
preventative or ,tertiary, are adequate income, heal'th care, day care service, 
counseling" and-family casework service. A more detailed prese~tation of this 
thesis can be found in William Ryan's Blaming the Victim. (1972) Ryan sees the 
concept of stress as the connection between poverty and mental illness. He cites 
the findings of Langner'and Michaels, maintaining that their findings "show beyond 
doubt" that the more stresses a person experiences in his Hfe, the more vulnerable 
. ' 
he is to the development of emotion~1 d,isorder. (Ryan 1972, p'. "150) He continues: 
B~ing poor is stressful. Being poor is worrisom~i one is anxiQus about the next 
meal, the next dol [ar, the next day. Being poor is nerve-wracking, upsetting. 
When you're poor, it's easy to despair and its easy to lose -your temper. And 
. ~ ~ l ~ ~' •I • 
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all of this is because youlre poor ••• Not because [your mother] broke 
your bottle on your first birthday or breast-fed you until you could cut your 
own steak. But because you donlt have any money. (Ryan 1972, p. 150) 
Kahn states, nWhile we donlt sePQrate children from poverty stricken 
parents as a matter of public policy, we do tolerate a predictab~e c~ain of events 

'. . . . "!'. ; '.', ~ i,' ~'. 't 

which. has this inev,itable consequence. ". (Kalin 1966, p.7) He cites the wide- . 
spread assumption that able, competent,' "normal u people ·manage alone or obtain 
< 
family help but do not need assistance from th.e state. The inadequacies and im­
morality of a small number of unfortun~te citizens are assumed to produ.ce defec;­
tive children in need of treatment. (Kahn 1966, p. 7) 
Kahn suggests that it. means I itt~e to develop qual ified· foster home p.lace­
ments or residential treatment centers in communities .which lack basic assistance 
programs and the related family. casework or child we!fare serv.ices to children in. 
their ow~ homes. He continues, "0t~erwise poverty leads to placement,' via a 
wetl-marked pathway, and the child, by the time he reaches foster care, is often 
. . 
disturbed. II ( Kah l1. J966, p. 7) 
It has been contended that the need for residential treatment of children 
could often be prevented by the provision of service~ to families. It has also been 
. noted that there are often undesirable side effects of residential treatment. The 
main theoreti~ar respons'e to this dilemma, and a part of the. Community .Mental 
Health. model of the mid- J960s, is the call for the d~v~lopment of a truly comp~e­
hensive, coordinated, and community-~ased n~twork of treatment resOurces to meet 
.. 
·'1: 
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the varied needs of children, faced with stress and experiencing emotional prob­
lems. (Maluccio '& Marlow 1972, p. 232) 
Two common recommendations are for a centrali'zed diagnostic fa~ility and 
'a continuum of freatme.nt resources. 
" 
It is proposed that 
More precise criteria and centralized intake for treatment centers,in specific 
geOgraphical areas could reduce inappropriate or duplicate applications, al­
leviate the frustrations of both centers and referral agencies, and produce 
more rapid and appropriate help for the troubled chHd. (Maluccio &Marlow 
1?72, p. 240) , 
Adler describes a sophisticated, comprehensive, community based child 
. . . ,. . 
placement servi~e that emphasizes differential diagnosis' and treatment planning 
through the use of an interdisciplinary team to match each child's need and com­
munity resources. (1969) Maluccio a.nd Marlow; however, 'point out that it is 
difficult to make accurate diagnoses and treatment plans without strong c;:and wei 1,­
, , 
researched theory. They state: 
A frequently,espoused view is that there should be differential planning for 
the treatment of emotionally disturbed children ••• There is a paucity of 
~esearch as well as articulated theory in this 'area ••• '. Particularly lacking 
is comparative ,research into the appropriateness and effectiveness of different 
types of. ••• treatment. (197i, p. 239) 
Kahn" too, proposes establishing centers for e~aluation, r~ferral and ~isposition, 
but he would bias them toward k~eping families together. (1966) 
In Or'egon this trend is evident in the Pilot Program for Emotionally Dis­
'turbed Children. The gool of this program was to "identify, analyze, evaluate ' 
a~ integrate the needs and resources for care of the' emotionally disturbed 
, " 
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children in Oregon." (Orego·n Mental Health Divisi'on 1969, p. 3) The documen~ 
tation of service need from this proiect led to the establishment of seven Child 
Study-Treatment Centers throughout Oregon. Adol escent Study-Treatment Cen­
ters are now being proposed by the Mental Health Division. These Study-Treatment 
., ' 
Centers are modeled after the comprehensive community based, diagnostic center 
proposed iri the I iterature of the 1960s. 
Two approaches are demonstrated in the development of trea~ment pro- .. 
grams. One emphasis is on the coordinated availability of a co'ntinuum of non­
residential treatment resources in each community to minimize the need for resi­
dential treatment. The other emphasis is on the development of effective resi­
dential treatment resources which m~nimize the undesirabl~, aspects of traditional 
residential treatment. 
Non-residenti.al treatment ,includes resources such as casework services, 
, , 
special sc h,oo I programs, day treatment cen~ers, shehered" workshops, and out­
patient therapy,. ,It is, not wit~in t~e scope of this re~iew to disc~ss developments 
in nonresidential core, except to me~tion thqt, it is no '!V 'more common for residen­
tial and nonresidential resources to' interface ~nd cooperate in the ,provision of 
, , 
servic~. Reside.ntial treatment agencies, for example, may provide case'WOr~ 
'service and family therapy for families of the resid~nts. Psychiatric hospitals may 
. . . 
, provide day treatment programs, and outpatient therapy as aJternativ~s to hospitali­
.' . 
zation. 
'. 
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New forms' of residential treatment are ev'olving. Foster care, of course, 
,	is an established alternative to the institutional care of depend'ent children'. A 
new development is special foster care, which pays a salary to the foster parents 
to enable them to care.yor children full time. Group homes were originally de­
>t­
veloped as ha Ifway houses to provide a gradual return to the com~unitY. They 
are now often seen as an alternative to institutional 'placement and as the treat­
ment of choice for adolescents who are unable to return home. (Nichtern 1968, 
p. 42) Kahn, for example, favors agency-sponsored group homes or the'smaller 
institutions with a reratively high staff-child ratio, a relatively small cottage 
grouping and with "live inn staff rather than a daily rotation ~f staff. (Kahn 1966, 
p. ?) 
SOmetimes agencies cooperate in the provision of treatment. A schoot district 
, 	 , 
may provide educationar resources to a treatment center. A hospital may contract to 
provide emergencybackup for a treatment center without secure facilit'ies ,and medi­
cal resources. (Nichtern 1968, 'p. 52) (In Oregon, the legislature has recently ap­
proved the e$tablishmentof a Secure Treatment Unit at Oregon State,Hospital for 
~dolescents and children. Part of their mandate is to provide residential centers',· 
across the state with backup for difficult children.) Hoffman, et ar. des~ribe, a model 
ofcommunity based group homes run by a childcare agency which is affiliated with 
, " 
a psychiatric hospital, with adolescent faci'! ities (see appendix D). Consider­
able interaction of, ~taff ,was expected, since ~he a~olescents were essen­
t ' 
tially clients of both instituti.ons. Pqrticipating agencies had clear agreements 
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about the responsibilities of each and an advisory commHtee was formed to estab­
lish policy a~d to keep the r~lationship ~ynamic. (Hoffman et al. 1975, p. 288) 
In contrast to the complex and precise model' above is the La Amistad 
program, described by Muller. The goal of this pcogram is to PTovide ~ good, in­
expensive, easily duplicable, residential treatment program for severely disturbed 
adolescents. (Muller 1974, p. 587) In reviewing the literature and visiting simi­
lar facilities, Muller concluded that lithe most s~ccessful programs were unortho­
dox, had untrained residential staff, and were free of governmental controls'., and 
that "the warmest, homiest op~rations operated c;:as a family and reflected the per­
sonaUties of those in charge. II (Muller 1974, p. 589) He bought a small house, 
which was licensed, zoned, chartered" and III.R.S. sanctioned" as a'nonprofit,' 
foundation. Development of thi~ program. was relatively simple and those in­
, , 
volvedwere f!nthusiastic about its program. 
SUMMARY 
In summarizing their review of the Iiterature of residential tr~atment, 
Maluccio and Marlow express succinctry the findings of this author: 
The field is characterized by insufficient conceptual clarity, fragmentation 
of practice theory, and I imited substantive .research. Available studies, 
which are largely descriptive, reveal a lack of cumulative building of knowl­
edge and experience. Crucial questions raised decades ago relative to such 
a'spects. as selection of children and the effectiveness of programs remain un- , 
answered. (Maluccio & Marlow 1972, p. 243) " , 
There is evidence of evolution in the theory and practice of residential' 
treatmel')t •. Use of the' mil ie~ and e~phasis'on maximizing the treatment 
b 
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effectiveness of all staff members, whatever the intra-staff pressures which result, 
seems to be ~rmly established. Emphasis ~n intra-psychic dynamics is waning and 
social learning as treatment is receiving emphasis. The importance of the present 
functioning of the family as a primary source of social learning is receiving gredt­
'. er emphasis. , 
There. appears to b~,recognition that institutional i:zation can be regressive. 
, , 
:r'he need for a continuum of treatment services and supports is commonly expressed. ' 
On the other hand, few mental health sources mention the argument of Ryan 'that 
stress from poverty causes emotionC:J1 disturbance and the concern of'Ryan and, 
Kahn that the primary need is for basic services (income, housing, medi~al care, 
etc.) rather than for treatment services including preventative treatment services 
(parenting classes, early chifdhood education" teen "rap, gro~ps, " etc.) 
Expansion of the treatment center into a community-based comprehensive 
program, and experimerltation with a variety of alt,ernat,ives,to institutionaliza­
, tion, appears to h~ve support in the literature, but establishment and maintenance, 
of such programs' now depend on financial support, primarily support through fed­
, 	 , 
eraI programs. 
The chapters which follow will focus,'on the programming options of Wopd-. 
_ 	land Park Hospital in thei.r specific context of contingencies and restraints. ft is 
int'ended that this literature review aid the staff of Woodla~d Park Mental' Health 
Center in their con~ideration of. issues, values, an~ p~ogram alter·~atives. 
CHAPTER III 
NEED FOR SERVICE 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the need for post­
hospital ization treatment faci I ities for Portland area adolescents experiencing 
mental and emotional problems. This information is not presented as a definitive 
need assessment, but as an overview ·of.need as it was presented by serv~ce pro­
viders. Of importance in this chapter is the defin:ition of the population, or 
populations, in need of treatment. Also important is a broad definition of the 
optimum treatment modal ity. In later chapters program options will be more fully 
.explored and the feasibility of establishing these programs will be considered. 
Some of the i,:"form~tion for this overv.iew was obtained from personnel at W~land . 
Pork Mental Health Center (WPMHC). In addition, interviews were held with 
persons who plan, administer, and provide service to dfsturbed' adolescents within 
the community • 
. THE VIEW' OF THE MENTAL HEArfH CENTER. 
Consensus c;>f the WPMHC .staff is that there is a serious proble.m with the· . 
. . 
post-hosp.ital placement .of a number of their adolescent patients. It was the prob­
lem in locating suit~ble 'afte~care which originated this study. While exact num­
bers of ~~Iesce~ts hospitalized ~nd subsequentlY. !pfoced are not a'yailable, 
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independent estimates of WPMHC staff concur. Approximately fifteen adolescents 
are placed into residential treatment each month. Of these, approximately five 
,. 	 , . 
are placed in residential situations which are inappropriate. (Wong 1976; Haley 
1976) WPMHC staff oytline as follows common problems in arranging aftercare: 
The placement process takes too long-
Appropriate facilities have no openings for admis.sion. 
Appropriate faci lities do not ex'ist in Oregon. 
Treatment recommendations requested are not followed. 
These placement problems have consequences for t~e' program at WPMHC, but 
more importantly, for the patients. 
It appears that the delay in placement is us.uaHy a result of i riavailability 
of appropriate treatment resources and of the time required for application and 
screening procedures at residential treatment programs. The delay in placing 
patients in post-hospital treatment w~en they are ready for hospital discharge 
slows. qdmission ir:-to the hospital, cr~ating a waiting I ist for the hospital's adoles~ 
cent program. , 
. 	 , 
In those cases in which appropriate treatment resources exist, but hove no 
op~ni~gs for ne~ ~d!,"issions,', there r~sults eit~era.n unproduc~ive waft in th~ hos­
. 	 pital, a referral to a, less t~an appropriate treatment resource, or an intermediate 
placement to await 'admission. Any of these courses results in some disruption of 
treatment in which treatment gains qre diminished. 'The disruptio'1 may be simply' 
,a minimal irritation or may" be the. cause of substantial damage to the patient. ' 
, 	 ' 
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Consensus of the hospital staff appears to be that greater treatment capacity is 
needed in instit.utions and group homes providing quality treatment programs. 
For certain adolescent patients there appears to be no adequate treatment 
resource within the sta~e. These patients are usually placed fn a less-than­
appropriate treatment setting. Some are still able to adapt and grow in the place­
ment. For others the placement essentially provides I ittle or ,rio treatment. Ado­
lescents often run away from a placement for which they are not suited .. 
Two of the primary services provided by Woodland Park Mental Health 
Center are evaluation and treatment planning. When the recommended treatment 
plan is not followed (perhaps cannot be followed because of the treatment setting), 
the valu~ of these services is lost. Of course, this is a waste of a costly service, 
but of greater importance is the fact that the pati ent suffers from the abrupt'dis­
continuity of. treatment. 
TheWP~~C. staff was defined three popul~tions o~ adolescents for whom 
it is particularly 9ifficult to find a suitable placement. These populci~ions are: 
1. 	 Those who a,re dangerous to themselves, others, or property. 
2. 	 Those who are experiencing severe psychotic or neurotic symptoms which. 
require structure, external control, and/or close medical management. 
3. Those who are likely to run away' from 'any treatment setting_ 
T he need for a "secure II . treatment foe iIi ty is seen as a factor in common in the 
. 	 : ~ ~~ 
programming requirements for all of these populations, but secure treatment is seen 
to be particularly important for the group iudged t9 be'dangerous to themselves or 
others•. For purposes, of discussion at this point I ~ '"secure''' facil.ity may be defined 
a. 
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as one which is lo.cked and in which the opportunity for violence is minimized. 
Placement hi a secure facility does not 'preclude the possi,bi,lity of the resident 
spending unsupervised time outside the facility, but doing so is subiect to doctor's, 
. ' 
order, staff decision, or both. 

,Briefly summarized, ~he consensus of the staff of WPMHC appears to be 

tha~ there 'is a' need, for manY,of their patients, for easy access to a residential 

" 
treatment program which wiJ I carry out the treatment recommendations o~ the 
hospital. There is believed to be,a particular need for a'secure fa~ility ~o.p"'o-
vide this service. 
THE COMMUNITY VIEW 
In order to'accurately assess the need for residential treatment resources 
, ' 
for'adolescents, informatlon and clinical iudgment were sought from community 
sources. Existing and developing treatment reso~rces within the community'were 
explored. Emerging priorities, which can affect the feasibility of program ideas, 
were assessed. Interviews were co.nducted with the directors of several adolescent 
treatment programs and with representatives of the Mental Health Division, the 
Children's Services Division, and the Department of Human Resources. Commurii­
ty sources c,ontacted are noted in the Bibliography. Finally, availabte need 
, assessments and the Comprehensive Mental He~lth Plans of surr~unding counties 
·were consulted. 
..: . 'I 
'f 
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In general this inquiry suppqrted the conclusions of the hospito'l staff. 
Community sources indica,te the need ..for, additional resources for, residentia~ 
treatn:-aent • (Guzie 1976; Doyle 1976). An unpublished need assessment con­
ducted by the Multnom~h County Mental Health CIi~ic indicated that i,~ tp~ 
year preceding, responding ager,.cies had provided residential care for 240 
clients and turned away an additional 109 applicants'•. (Multnomah ~ounty Lo~al 
. . 
Needs Assessment of Services to Families and Chil~ren 1976, p. 6) The need for 
adolescent group homes was one of the two most often ment.ioned priorities .for 
service. There is particular demand for secure treatment fac ilities, and the popula­
ticn definedasbelngin need of secure treatment appears to be essentially the same 
. . 
as that described by the hospitaf staff. The Region f Office of the Children's Ser­
vices Division has been keeping extensive records' of placement' problems they 
encounter. Although the statistical computations are not complete, indic~tions . 
are that priority items for servic~ are increased residential treatment capacity and~ 
particularfy, the provisi~n of secure treat~ent for adolescents. (Doyle. 1976) 
. One long' awaited deve.Jopment is the establishment.of the Secure Tr~t-
ment Unit at Oregon State Hospital. This unit. will. provide secure treatment for· 
fifteer:t adotescents from throughout the state. An additional fiye "crisis beds lt 
- will be used to provide emergency'relief for communities and for adolescent treat­
. , 
ment programs throughout the state. (The unit will provide equal capacity for the se":,, 
. ' . 
curetreatmentofchildren.) Secau,se it is anticipatedthatddolescents will be·in resi­
• •• 1 • 
. dence for three to 'nine mo~ths or longer, non~ of th~ community sources who were 
~.I • 
.. 
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contacted expressed the opinion that this unit will meet tne demand for secure 
treatment resources. 
The Children1s Services Division has de~eloped a descriptio~ of placement 
resources in the Portlaf)d area. (See'appendix A.) ~his material indicates a gap. 
in treat~ent resources for ~erta.in group,s of disturbed adolescents who are con­
sidered inappropriate referra I s for any of th'e residential centers in the area. 
. 
(This material excludes hospit~ls.) , Inappropriate for referral are those 
, 
ad~lescen~s ' 
who are actively psychotic, overtly homosexual, or have an I.Q. under. eighty. 
'No indication was given in this rnateri~1 of the number of adolescents who are 
hard to place because of these reasons. T~e Washington County Mental Health 
Plan also placed high priority on the establishment of a group home for disturbed 
adolescents with an I.Q •.below normal. (Washington C~unty Mental Hearth Plan 
1975) 
I,:" addition to the need for greater availability of group homes,' ~reatment ' 
centers and secure treatment facilities, there is a small but growing demand in ' 
the community for non-residential treatment services as an altern~tive for dis- . 
turbed ad<?lesc~nts. (Klesch 1976; Stern 1976; Kimmet J976) Su99~stions include 
alternative school programs, more flexible out-patient pr~rams, intensive and 
~~prehensi~e family therapy pr09r~ms, and day treatment centers. Alternative 
educational programs and therapy programs for adolescents and their Families 
both r~ceived support as prioritie~ in the Multno~ah County Needs Assessment. 
(1976) The Washington County Comprehensive Ment~1 Health Pla'n (1975) 
, ~ 
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indicates that the first priority for neVi service is more available and flexible 
outpatient treatment which allows mental health personne,1 to respond to critical 
situations and to see clients as often as is needed during crisis. 
Adolescent day treatment is usually defined as a full five-day program
. . 
which includes a scho~1 and/or vocational program, therapy, and,socialization 
components. Day treatment is seen as a' resource for post-hospital care for some 
and as an alternative to hospitalization for others. The 1975 C.omprehensive 
Mental Health Plan for Clackamas County include~, as second priority for service 
to the mentally and emotionally disturbed, an expansion of their existing day 
, treatment program for adults. Their 1976 Plan may include a proposal for a day 
'treatment program for adolescents. A copy of that proposal is inclu~ed as 'an 
appendix of this study. (See appendix C.) In Oregon there are currently no ~ay 
'treatment facilities for emotionally disturbed adolescents who live at home. 
Oregon State Hospital does maintain an adolescent day treatment program, but 
partici'pants live :in a form of' group home at the hospital or on hospital wards. 
An additional cOncern within the community is the need for accurate 
evaluation 'for effective treatment planning •. As ,one response ·to this concern, the 
Ment~1 Heafth Division and.the Children1s Services Division are su.bmitting a 
ioint request to the 1976 legislature for the funding of .several Adolescent Stu~y 
Treatment 'C~nt~'~~ to serve as ~egional diag~stic. f~ciliti~s. 'There. a~so is ex­
pressed the need for a continuum of options for care and the need for continuity 
• • * A ....' ~ 
of care. (Stern i976;' HanCOCK 1976; Kimmet 1976; Hoyt .1976) 
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SUMMARY 
Hospital and community viewpoints highlight many of the same problems. 
The hospitaJis problem in locating suitable placements for adolescents in their 
pFOgram is matched ,by',the community's concern thaf there is need for increased 
treatment 'capacitye Both hospital staff and cOf!lmunity prof~ssionals place a 
priority on the need for 'secure treatment facilities. As the community 'laments 
the unavailabifity of evaluation and treatment planning, the hospital staff ago­
nizes over evaluations and treatment plans which seem to be lost or ignored. Both 
hospital and community are experiencing the need for continuity of service. 
Dissimilar is the growing emphasis within the community on the ne~d for a 
serious non-residential alternative to hospitalization. ,Day treatment is being 
pictured as a missing resource in the needed continuum of care: a potential al­
ternative to hospital ization f~.r some adolescents and, for others, a .post­
hospitalization support to ease transition back 'into the community. 
As Woodl~nd Park Mental Health Center considers expanding their range 
of services to adolescents b~yond the existing inpatient program,' there appear to 
be four options. Services can be expanded to provide secure residential treatment, 
nons~ure residential trea.tment (including gro~p ho~es), adolescent day treatment, 
or some combination of these. In the follo~ing cha~ter thes~ opt~.ons ~itl be dis­
cussed. 
CHAPTER IV 
PROGRAM OPTIONS 
Chapter III presented a rough overview of the need for treatment services 
as defined by the staff of Woodland Pa'rk Mental Health ,Center and by persons in 
the community involved with the treatment of disturbed adole,scents. This chapter 
will focus on presenting and discussing the three treatment modal ities suggested by 
the study of need and mentioned in discussion with service providers: (1) secure 
treatment, (2) non-secure residential treatment, and (3) day treatment. A model 
which con:-bines fwo of these options will also be discussed. 
In this chapter certain program components are defined as desirable or 
necessary for the effective treatment of dist'urbed adolescents. The components 
were so defined by a consensus of opinion expressed by WPMHC staff, community 
service providers, ,and by the I iterature on reside'ritial treafment. On occasion 
there were contradictory opinions, ,or components commonly judged to be required 
for certain adorescents~ but iudged to be contraindicafed for'others. These differ-
enc~s C?re presented .a'nd considered in the discussion which follows. 
The inte,nt of this ch~pter is to present a consi~eration of the maior com­
, , , 
ponents of various basic treatment modal ities. A discussion of program pa~ticulars 
{staffing patf.erns, admission,and discharge procedures, etc.} must be derived from 
1 ' 
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iI, , 
i 
more bosic policy decisions on the population to be ~er~ed and the basic treat-J 
ment moda I i ty• 
, An awareness of the constraints of feasibil ity is commo'nly present among 
j staff and community service providers. Discussion of what is needed was blended 
with discussion of what is possible. 'Primary issues of feasibility are the availo­
bility of funds for capital expenditures; the availability of funds for purchosing 
core, and the requirements of licensing and regulatory bodies. Circular conver­
sations were common, typically presenting the concern that "X" form of adoles­
cent treatment is necessary but that (a) funds are not I ikely to be available for 
required capital expenditure and that (b) the available facilities would not really 
accommodate the treatment format neces~ary to re,ach the population in need, and 
(c) there ,probably would be no source ~f funds to purchase care anyway. 
To avoid circular discussions such as this one, it eventually became ap­
parent that the most useful way to present i-nformation would be to discuss each 
treatment option separately in terms of its benefits and shortcomings. Both pro­
gramming issues and concerns 'of feasibility will be addressed in the discussion of 
each opt.ion. 
SECURE TREATMENT FACILITY 
A "secure ,treatment facility" is commonly defined a~ C!. facility which is 
locked and in which ,the danger of violence to self or others is n:'inimized. Medi­
cation, use of a "quiet room II or restraints may be used to control behaviOr. 
~ 

t 

it,

. 
J 
I 
i 
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t 
" 
I 

;. 
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Placement in a secure facility does not preclude the' possibility of the resident 
spending unsupervised time outside of the facil ity, but d~~ng so, is subiect to doc­
tor's order, staff decision or both. Adult clients voluntarily in treatment at a 
secure fac'ility have th~ right to leave treatment. "against medical ad~ice," but 
in Oregon, children whose par~nts' voluntarily place them in treatment are not 
lega lIy free to leave unl~ss they have thei,r parents· consent. The legal rights of 
, , 
iuvenile patients ore currently under consideration. (Moss 1976) 
Benefits 
1. It would provide the secure facility fel~ to be necessary or desirable 
for 'certai n popu fat ions. 
2.. There is high demand for secure treatment in fhe community. 
3. A treatment center could provide facilities for ,recreation, school pro:" 
gra~, arn:J possible,vocatio~al training. 
4. A highly developed treatment progra~ dssumes sufficient staff to carry 
. .' . 
out specific and detailed treatment programs, and to control acting-out behavior. 
5. Funding is available through Title XIX directly from ,the Public Wel­
fare Department if 'the facility is accredited as a Psychiatric f~ciJity by the Joint 
Committee on the Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH)~ , 
Shortcomings 
. , 
1. Would .seem to require a large capital expenditure for purchasing, 
building, or, rem,odeling to meet. treatment requirement'S and fire and health codes 
, > ~. , 
(a maior problem). 
~ 
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f 
j 2. A high daily cost of care is probable. 
I 3. It is li~ely to b~ the kind of II tota I institution" which with an all odolescent population creates an '~adolescent culture" with resuiting problems. 

? 

4: The total environment is not needed for some 
. 
of the adolescents with 
. ~, 

~ problems in placement, and would tend to be regressive. 

j 
I '5. Removal from, th,e family and the community may stigmatize the ado.;. 
lescent. Re-entry (or the neXt placement) may be more difficult~ 
Discussion 
A secure treatment facilit~ would provide much ~f what is felt to b,e im­
portant to meet the need. It would provide security and extensive treatment 
(school., recreation, medical supervision, psychotherapy). It would not provide 
for the socialization needed by many, because a secure treatment facility tends 
to be a total institution. Funding for the cost of c~re seems quite l,ikel y, but 
capital expenditures would probably preclude the establishment of such a progra~ 
unless a facility '~as found which required little renovatio~. 
NON-SECURE RESIDENTIAL lREATMENT(GROUP HOME) 
.Two basic models of residential treatment have. been su~g~sted by WPMHC ' 
staff. The first model is the secure treat~ent cen'ter discus'sed previou,sly. The 
second model, and the form m9st often mentioned, is the group home. , 
A group home for. disturbed adolescents i~ usually located as unobtrusively, 
as possible in a family resid~nce.' There are a.small number of r~sidents tJnder the 
~~ 
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supervision o~ resident "house par~nts~ Houseparents are ch~sen on fhe basis ofIt , 
, , ' 
, 
their ability to deal with adolescents. There are commonlY,certain "house rules" 
governing behav'ior. The'degree of structure provided by these exp~c.tations, the 
counsel and supervisiC!n offered by the housepatents, the support of the living 
Ii' '" I'
t group, and certain casew:ork services, are the main, elements of group home treat-
i 
J ment. Occasionally staffing patterns differ, but the group home model of treat-
f ment is essentially as explained above.' 
In discussion 'with WPMHC staff it became'clear,that there are consistentf 
expectations that the group home could' provide treatment components beyond the 
scope of the traditional group home model. Staff emphasize the importance of 
providing a school program and th,e need to follow specific treatment plans for 
each resident. The provision ofa highly structured environment with strh:f day 
and night supervision is considered, necessary and there is concern that a locked 
facility, a quiet room, or an alarm system may be required. That these components 
are seen as necessary for the hard to place population is not uneXpected. It is, 
not clear, however,' how those components might be accommodated i~ the group 
home model. Because 'of this dilemma, the,consideration of progra~ capabilities 
is of pafticula'r: importance in the analysis which f9110ws,. 
t; .j :',1.";1.Benefits' 
" 
.. . ." ..: 
',' 1. There ~ould be a smaller capital expe~dit~re for a f~cili.ty to meet 
stafe code for group homes than for ~ building t~r~~ a "residential 'treatment 
t .~ 
II. Ifac i'l it.y. II 
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2. The program could operate with only'a small group of, adolesc~nts and 
easily expand by adding a second group home as needed. 
3. A hospital-run group home may 'possibly be eligible for some Title, 
XIX,funds'if certified ~y the Mental Health, Div!si~n ,as a ~sychia~ric, facil ity sub­
contracting to one or more county mental health programs. 
'4. Group homes usually cost less per day than institutional care. 
5. A 'group home provides a more "normal II situati~n. Residents would be 
-. 
in greater contact with the community and thus be I~ss in~titut,ionaliz:ed by their 
experience. 
,6. The group home would provide more opportunities for 'social t~.a~ion than 
an institution providing secure care. 
'."'. 
Shortcom i ngs : 
1. It 'is un,l.ikel.y that a set of house parents, even with support from a 
teaching staff or social service staff, will be able to provide the desired level of 
intensive care and tr~,atment to a group of adolescents. Other 'staffing patterns " 
would be more costly: 
" , 
2. ,Children's Services Division' funding is ~nlikely, since CSD (und~ for 
f out-of-home care are Iim ited. " 

3. It is unlikely that buildine codes would permit a group home to be 

locked or have a quiet ~oom (both of .which ~ere e~'nsidered highly des'irable or' 

, , , 
necessary). <~ ~ •• i.' ~ • :":. 
, ," 
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4. Children's Services Division regulations. require tr.eatment of no more 
than eight residerits in a CSD licensed facility. (Mor~ than one house may be 
required. ) 
5; A very large house would be requir~d to prov~de space for school pro­
gramming and other treatment such as recreation, soc ia1 ization, therapy. (A 
school program was iudged very important by WPMHC staff.) 
6. Receiving CSD out of home funding would probably mean dealing 
with the CSO bureaucracy (red tape). 
Discussion 
It would be fairly easy to establish a group home. Capital expenditures 
would be reasonable, and finding a facility in a desirabre location would probably 
be fe!Jsible. (WPMHC staff stress the importance of a suburban or 'semi-rural set­
ting.) The cost of.group home care is usually quite reasonable, and it is possible
. . 
that funding might be availqble through CSO out of home care monies or throug~ 
PWD Title XIX•. 'It seems, however, that a group home would not provide the kind 
. . 
of treatment which was outl ined in the section on need. It would provide neither 
an intensive, individualized treatment program, nor a secure facility. A group. 
home' which was more heavily staffed, perhaps staffed on shifts, would be more 
expensive, woufd lo~e some of the "hominess" of a group home, and would still 
encounter the I imits of the faci( i1'y. 
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. DAY 'TREATMENT PROGRAM 
Day treatment for adolescents usually provides a program five days per 
week. It includes a school and/or vocational program, therapy, socialization, 
'recreation, and the supervision of medication as' r:equir~d. Participants I ive at 
home, in group homes, or independently. For further clarification of day treat­
ment, two models are included in the appendixes of this study. (See app~ndixes 
CandO.) 
It should be remembered that the idea of a day treatment facility was not 
. suggested by the WPMHC staff. It did, however, receive sufficient support in 
the literat~re and in the community to include it among a consider~tion of "the"< 
options. 
Benefits 
· 1. ·Establishment of ~ day trea.tmerit program Would require only a reason­
able expenditure' for the facility and ~aterials. 
· 2. The day tr~atment program could provide an extensive .~nd intensive 
. program of treatment, education, socialization, recreation. 
· 3. Elements of day treatment are fundable.through Title ?<'X provision. 
4. A teach~r or teachers could be provided through the Intermediate Edu-· 
~.. .: •., '" r "-4
cation District. 
·5. Day treatment can function as a post-hospitalization support o~ as an 
a Iternative to hospital ization. 
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6. For adolescents able to live at home, day treatment provides a serious, 
intensive form of treatment without displacing the adolescent from the home, 
stigmatizing' or institutionalizing him/her. 
7: The idea has support of pol icy make~s in the Mental Health Divrsion,' 
which has Title. XIX funds earmarked for alternatives to hospital iz<:,tio~ 
8. Multiple·living options provide some continuity of care and allow an 
adiustment 'to individual needs. 
Shortcomi ngs 
1. Day treatment does not provide a place t.o Iive for adol escents who 
are in need of a place to live. 
2. Day·trea.tme,nt is not secure. 
'3. A day program may not be sufficient intervent~ori for 'some adolesc~nts 
who need a twenty-four hour milieu. 
. .' 
. 4. Crackamas County may receive funding to establish adolescent day 
treatment for Clackamas County .re'sidents,. thus reducing some of the d~mand in· 
the Portland area for adolescent day .treatment. 
Discussion 
Day treatment seems to be able to provide a rich treatment program for 
. .. . 
those.adolesce~ts who already have a place to live either at home or in a foster 
home or group home •. It is flexible, encompassing both the n~ed. for' pos.t-hospit~1
. , 

. . '. 

support and the. need for an al'ternative to hospital ization. ' Its flexibility would 
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allow it to provide continuity of care for an adolescent moving through a con­
. tinuum of Iiving situations. The .main problems with a ~ay treatmen~ program at­
h tempting to serve the needs· of the identified population are the fact that the 
program does' not provipe a place to Iive or sec'ure t~eatment. 
A 'FOURTH POSSIBILITY 
Somewhere in the midst of delIberations on the.dil~mma presented by 
three less-than-ideal options for a treatment model, it became apparent that 
there was another option not mentioned by any of the sources. This option is a 
combination of the day treatment program and the group home program. ,A com­
bination of these two r:nodels appeared to eliminate most of the major deficits of 
each. In a combined day treatme~t-group home model, the core of therapy and 
education would be carried by the day treatment program which would be supple­
mented by residence 'in a hospital-affil iatecJ group hom,e, for those in ~eed of a 
, , . 
therapeutic living situation. A detaHed ,mo~el of inter-agency provision of 
group-horne-hospital treatment is presented by Hoffman et al,. (1975) (See appen­
dix D.) The a~alysis of benefits and shortcomings of the' day treatment-group' 
home, model follows. 
. " 
" 
,: 
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DAY TREATMENT/GROUP HOME 
Benefits 
1. Initial costs for faci! ities and materials would be moderate. 
2. 'A combinatron of funding sources may be possible. 
3. An extensive. treatment program could be provided without removing 
the adolescent from community contact (resulting in less regression and stigmati­
z~tion than resJdential treatment). 
4. Options for residence without the loss of the suppOrt of the day treat­
ment program would pr~vide for a continuum of care within the hospital program. 
5. The Day Treatment/Group Home model could function as a post~ 
hospitalization ~uppor.t for some and as an alternative .to hospitalization f~r others. 
6.' Woodland Park Mental Health Center could act as a IIback ~pn when 
there was a need for secure treatment. 
7. Although day treatment for adolescents .is a very new concept in this 
. . 
state, some existing programs courd provide models for the establishment of a 
doy treatment/ group' home program. These include: the Adolescent Treatment 
Program at Oregon State Hospital, JAN IS, which has an alternativ~ ~chool pro­
gram and a number of group homes, and the Psychiatric Day Treatment Program at 
the Child Development and Rehabilitation Center--a .prog~am for children which 
includes significant work with families and with schools to which the children re­
·turn. 
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Shortcom i ngs 
1. It,would not provide secure treatment. 
2. There could be problems in communication and rol,e clarity between 
the group home staff and the day treatment staff. 
3. Sour,ces of funding a~e not clear at this time,. 
Discussion 
This program option appears to be financially feasible if funds for the cost 
of care can be arranged through Title XIX monies {and/or (SD out of home money). 
The cost to establish the program would appear to be reasonable. ,This model could, 
provide an extensive treatment program, not the least of which could be the social 
learning of the group home experience. It would be important that the group 
home be utilized ,as part of the total treatment rather than viewed as simply a 
place t~ ,board adolescents when they are "not in treatment., n 
, , 
The main problem with this program option is that it does not provide se­
, .. 
cure treatment. "It would be possib,l~ to arrange fairly crose supervision and 'struc-' 
ture, but. not secure treatment. 
SUMMARY 
, Four program options have been considered in :this chapter. Before it is 
possible to further develop a program p.lan, a policy decision needs to be made as 
, , 
to which program option to pursue. To this a~t~r, there appear t~ be two pro- ' 
'gram options which address the n,eeds of the identified popul,ation: (1) a secure ' 
I 
~..~ 

I 
~ 
;: 
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residential treatment institution and (2) a day treatment/group home program. 
While there appears to be great demand for secure treatment, the cost to build or 
f' 
remodel a facility seems prohibitive. A day tre~tment/group home model, w'hile 
t 
initially appearing to b~ a bit unwieldy, wourd app~ar to be worthy of considera­
tion. 
, . 
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 'CHAPTER V 

l-
f SUMMARY A'NO CONcLuSIONS! 
. 1 
f This study was requested to aid th,e staff of Woodland Park Mental Health 
J Center in exploring options for the e~pansion of their treatfTlent services for ado­
lescents. In particular, this study has been addressed to the ,needs of adolescents
,1 for whom it is difficult to locate adequate residential treatment resources for post-
f. 
~ 
hospital placement. ' 
Information was gathered on (1) the need for residential treatment resources, 
(2) alter'native models for treatment programming, and (3) the feasibility of estab­
lishing and maintaining a residential treatment program. Sources of this informa-.. 
tion were staff"members working with adolescents at Woodland Park Mental Health 
Center I a wide range of planners and providers of mental health services to ado­
lescents, and the pterature on treatment. 
There appear to be two populations experi.e~ing placement problems. 
Individuals in the first population are appropriate for 'one or more of the existing 
child ~are centers or residential treatment facilities but experience delays whi.le. 
,. 
j . . waiting for an opening at af!' appropriate facility or while the admission process is , compteted. If no openings occur in appropriate treatment programs they may be 
placed in a less-t~an-appropriate pr~gram. T~ey may experience abrupt 
.....~ 
, 
,j 
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discontinuity'of treatment if treatment plans derived from hospital evaluation are 
J 
t not followed. 
Few treatment resources exist for the second population comprised of 
~ 
'1­~ (J) those who are dangerous to themselves, others, or property, (2) those who arel, 
,t exhibiting severe and debilitating ,psychotic or neurotic symptons, or (3) those who 
are likely to run away from any treatment setting at the time of hospital dis­
charge. A secure treatme~t facility is seen as necessary for optimum ~reatment of 
this second population. 
Staff of Woodland Park Mental Health Center recommended or discussed 
two models of treatment fac ility. The first is the secure tr~atment fae iI ity, the 
second is a group home with extensive treatment programming. Community sources 
contacted by th~ author confirm the need, for secure treptment resources and for 
increa~ed group home capacity, but maintain that there also exists a ne~ for ado­
lescent day treatment services. 
Four treatment models were considered in light of what components of 
treatment programming each would provide and whether it would be ,feasible to . 
estabHsh and maintain that, kind of tre'?tment faciBty at this t'ime. ~t was con­
cluded that two options should be given further consideration, a secure treatment 
facility moc;!el and a day treatment/group home model:' 
T~is study will be presented to Dr.. Korman, administrator of Woodland 
Park Mental Health ·Center. It is recommended that the study then be mad~ avail­
able to the adole.scent treatment team, and that the four options be presented and 
63 
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discussed at a team meeting. 
I 
Out of a consensus of. the team~ a recommendatior:-a 
should be made to Dr. Korman whether to further consider the development of 
f the treatment mode I s presented. 
I, 
r 
fiJ. 
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INTEROFRCE MEMOSTATE OF OREGO'N 
TO . 	 a:anch Managers. DATE: D.c~ber ~O, 1975 

Supervisors, Caseworkers 

CSD Region 1 

FROM' Linda Hogan. Supervisor 

Liaison Unit. Resource Branch 

sUaJltCT: PURCHASE .oF CARE PLACEMENTS 
Caseworkers in my unit carry liaison a.signments to 13 private agencies and 8 child 
care c.nter· programs. The program. are de.cribed below. This memo will outline 
placeaent resources available through my unit, referral procedur•••. and liai.on 
responsibilities once th. child is in care. 
I. 	 Deecription of Resources 
1. 	 Albertina Kerr Ho••• (Louise~Tucker Cottage) 

722 N.!. 162nd Avenu. 

Portland, Oregon 97232 

233-5247 

Population Served: . 

Louise Home: 4S delinquent or emotionally disturbed girls 13-18, 

plus an aftercare group home for 4 girla. Common behaVioral problems 

at time of referral include run away, out of control, school difficulties, 

shoplift. drug or alcohol abuse, promiscuity. 

Tueker-Cottage: 7 severely ..ationally disturbed boy., ages 10-13. 

Common behavioral probl... at tt.. of referral include truancy, 

adjudicated delinquency, chronic runaway. inability to form r.lationahips, 

Specialized Foster Care: 13 children who vere released to Alber~ina Kerr 

for adoption but are unadoptabl. because of phyaical or emotional handi­

caps, These children are supervised and eared for by Albertina Kerr 

fost.r parents aud staff. We do not refer CSD 'children to this program. 

Inappropriate Referrals: 

Louise Home: I.Q. under 80, actively psychotic, homiCidal, overtly 

ho.osexual 

Tucker: . I.Q. under 90 
School: . 
. i'Ot'iiProgr8JU use Wynn. Watts, a resideutiai school located On the 
caapus. Wynne Watts availabl. to others on a ltaited basis. 
Proaram Components: 
L9uise: aesidential treatment center for 4S girls who live in three 
doras of IS each. Treatment .odel is aileau therapy. 'aaily therapy ls 
offered if ap·propriau. utilizing 1llU1tiple impact therapy. Average length 
of stay is 12 - 14 ·.anths. Louis. op.rate. one group home for aftercare. 
Purcha•• of care monthly payaent is $849.43 per child.: 
Tucker: A locked, structured cottage for 8 boys ~ho cannot be treated 
in an open .etting. Treatment aodel i. token econoay, behavior modification. 
Average length of stay is l~ years. Purchase of car. monthly cost '1~ 
$1,953.22 per child. 
, tIt·. ~., 
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Referral Proce.s: 
Send 141 to Resource Branch. Diacuaa the referral with the CSD Liaiaon 
WOrker. If tha referral 'ia appropriate. a aocial summary including any 
psycholosical and p.ychiatric d.ta available should be aent to Loui.e 
with a copy to the liai.on worker. Tucker referrals should be addre.sed 
to Julie Plekan. 
2. 	 loy. and Girl. Aid Society of Orelon 

2301 N.W. Gli.ad Street 

Portland. Oreson 97210 

222-9661 

Population S~~ed: 

32 child~en 0-18 in need of specialized ,foster care. Pregnant women of 

any age ••y also be referred within the 32 alots. Referrala must be child­

ren who would require special raCe foster payments if placed In CSD foster 

ho~ for example, children with aevere phyaical or emotional problems 

or retarded children. Pregnant wo..n in need of out-of-hoae care 

and counseling may also be referred. 

Inappropriate Referrals: 

Children who cannot be maintained in foater or group ~ placement•• 

Scho01: 

Boy. and Girl. Aid has a small residential school at their headquartera 

which ia uaed primarily for their pregnent client•• 

Prolraa Componenta: 

Boy. and Girls Aid aocial worker. provide ca.ework services to foster 

faaily home. and individual coun.eling to children in care. About 

half of Boys and Girla Aid population are children who were relea.ed 

at birth to thelt agency but vere unadoptable and are groving up in 

long-tera foster care. Length of stay for children.r~ferred by CSD 

varies according to the ca.e plan. Purcha.e of care monthly co.t 

i. approximately $632.88 per child. 
Referral Process: 

Di.cu•• the referral with the CSD Liaison Worker. If the referral i. 

appropriate. aend a social .ua.ary to the.asency with a cop, to the 

liataon worker. 

3. 	 Catholic Services for Children 
700 Loyalty Building 
317 S.W. Alder Street 
Portland. Oregon 97204 
228-6531 
Catholic Services operates a specialized fo.ter care prolraa and three 

child care center progr.... ' 

Specialized Foater Care: 

Populat ion Served:' . 

45 children 0-18 in need of sp.ecial1zed fo.ter care. Referral....at ~e 

( 
~ 
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children who would require special rate foater payaenta if' placed 

in a CSD foster hoae: fOF example, children with severe physical or 

e.a~ional problems or retarded children. 

Inappropriate Referrals: 

Children who cannot be maintained in fostet or sroup ho.e placements. 

School: 

Children muat attend public school. 

Program Components: . 

Catholic Services social workera provide casework services to foeter 

f ..ily homes and 'individual counseling to children in care. About 

1/3 of Catholic Services population are children who were released 

at birth to thelt agency but were un-adoptable and are srowing up 

in Ions-term foater care. Length of stay of children referred by 

eSD variea according to case plan. Purchase of care aonthlycoat 

1& $510.88 per child. 

aeferral Proceas: 

After discussing the referral with the CSD Liaison Workar, a social 

s~ry needa to be sen~ to Orv Garrison at Catholic Servic.s. 

Child Care Center Progr..: 
carroll House 

3725 S.E. 80th 

Portland, Oregon 

MUltnoaah Boys Center 

451 N.W. 1st 

Gresh... Oregon 

Seeahers House 

9225 N.V.. Leahy 

Portland, Oregon 

Population Served: 

Carroll Houae: 10 delinquent or eaotionally diaturbed boys 11-18i age 

for new referral. 11-16. Common behavioral problems at tiae'of referral 

include runaway, out of control. school problema including truancy, 

adjudicated delinquency. . . 

Kultnomah Boya Center: 10 delinquent or emotionally disturbed 

lirla, age8 11-18; age for new referrals 12-16. C~n behavioral 

Problems at time of'referral include runaway, out of control, truancy, 

.inor delinquency. . . . 

Seeshera Houae: Temporarily closed while reprogr...1n1 t~ .erve : 

11-18-year-old.4 slO1lboys with behavioral probles••"· Should be 

operational. in FebrUary or March, 1976. 

Inappropriate Referrals: . 

'Carroll House: I.Q. under 80, actively psychotic, dangerously 

assaultive or Violent, overtly hoaosexual, cannot be'''intatned 

. ia PQbl1e school. 
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'Hliltno_h BoY. Center: I.Q. under 80••ctively psychotic', d.ngerously 
....ulcive or,violent, overtly homosexual, c~nnot be maint.i~ed in 
public school. 
School: 

MUitlb. able to attend public school. 

Prosr.. Components: 

Carroll Houae and Hultnomah Boy. Center are community based programs 

with a house ,parent mod.l.' Individual and group treatment are off.red. 

loth program. have a system of increastn. privileges and responsibility 

, by l.vela. Both work with famili.a when p.rents are a reaource. ,Average 
l.nlth of at.y ia 9-12 month.. Purchas. of care monthly coat is $741.61 
p.r child. 
Referr.l Process: 
Discuss referral with the CSD Liaison person to determine if 
Catholic S.rvices ia the moat appropriate placement. The li.iaon 
worker will then either arr.nge an intake ataffing or place the 
147 on the child care center w.iting list until a vac.ncy occurs. 
Child care center ataffings are generally held at the f.cility 
and attended by Catholic Service. staff, the child and hi. family, 
the r.ferring ca.ewor~ert and the liaison worker. A soci.l summary 
needs to be sent to the C.tholic Service. at the ttae of th.· intake 
ataffiDg with a copy of the r.ferral letter sent to th.·,CSD Liaison WOrker. 
4. 	 .Christie School 
Marylhurst, OregoD 97036 
635-3416 
Papulation Served: 
35 ..otionally disturbed girla~ 9-16, 9-13 at time of referral.' 
Typically not beyond 8th grade at tiDe of referral. Common behavioral 
·probl.s at the t1ae of referral include: lying, stealing. disruptive 
b.h.vior in school and home, tru.ncy, sexual .ctivity, runaway, 
learning problems. 
Inappropriate Referrals: 
I.Q. under 80. actively paychOtic. hoaicidal or danseroualy aasaultive. 
suicidal. runaway when very "acreetris.", inability to relate when 
in the upper Uaie of age range. 
~: 
A re.idential achool is located on the caapus. Some'sirl. 10 out 

daily to public school. . 

Prosr.. Componenta: 
a.aidential treatment progr.. for 35 sirla who live in two large 
liviD. units housing 6 Sirla in each of 6 wing.. Treatment model ia 
aileau therapy. IndiVidual and group counseliDI i. offered •. Christi. 
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social workera work with f ..ili.s vb~ appropriate. Avera.e lenlth 

of atay ia 1~ - 2 yeara. Chriatie alao operate. one Iroup ~. 

·Purchaa. of care .anthly coat ia $968.38 per child. 

Referral Proce.s: 
Di.cuea the referral with the CSD Liai.on Worker. If the referral' 1. 
appropriate, aend a aocial lU...ry uaiDa the Chriatie refarral iDforaa­
tlOD outline attacbed. Send a copy of tbe' referral to tbe liaieon 
. worker. 	 . '
. 5~ 	 children'a Far. Ha.e 
4455 N.I., Hiahvay 20 
Corvallia, Oregon 97330 
752-5105 
'opulation Served: 
:39 boya and 10 girls. ale. 12-18, vbo are emotionally diaturbed or de­
liDquent. Com.on behavioral probl... at the ttme of referral include 
runaway, out of control, .~hool problema including trUancy, adjudicated 
del1Dqu8Q~y, t.pulaivity. i.olation, drug. or alcobol abu••• 
Inappropriate Referrala: 
I.Q. under 85, actively psychotic, hoaicidal, oy.rtly.~••cUal, ' 
sexually actina out gi1:1.. ,. 
~: 
..a1dential school located on the campus ataffed by Corvallia School 
Sy.t_. 
Prolr.. Componenta: 
....idential treatment proaram located 9ut of Corvallia. Co-ad prolr" 
conaieta of 3 living unita of boya of 12-15 eacb and 1 for girls with 
au:1aua of 10. Treatllent lIIOdel is alleau tberapy with. iDdividual 
and aroup counseling available. Averale length of stay i. lis to 2 '. 
year•• ' The Fara HOlM operate. a boy.' group hOM for aftercare. 
Pur~ha.e of care IIODtbly co.t i. $882.98. ' 
Referr.l Process: 
Diacuaa the referral with the CSD Liaiaon Work.er. If tlie referral ia 
appropriate, .end a social au-aary uain, the Fara Home referral iDforaAtioD 
outl1De attached. Sead a copy of the referral to the liaiaon wrkec. 
6. Idsefielel LoeIge 
. ~. ':II:tute 2, Box 61 

Troutdale, . Or_aon 97060 

665-0157 

Population Served: 
....1denti~: 14 ..ationally diaturbad children 6-l0.wbo reaide at 
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!d.efield Lodge 5 days per week and in the community on weekends. 

Ca.mon behavioral problema at the time of referral include lying, 

stealing. bed wettinga. disruptive behavior in achool and home. 

Day Treatment: 28 emotionally disturbed children. ages 6-10. who.e 

behavior causes problema in public achool and in th~ir homea. 

Out Patient: 35 emotionally diaturbed children of any age. 

80th the parents or foster parents and the child mu~t be able to use 

the child ..nagement and parenting akills offered by Edgefield staff. 

Inappropriate Referrals: 
I.Q. under 80. actively psychotic, children who' do not have workable 
f..ilies or a foster family re80urce. For the outpatient program, 
children must have stronger tiea to their familiea than to their peer 
,roup. 
~: 
Residential school i8 available on Edgefield's campus for children in the 
day treatment and residential programa. The school emphasizes behavior 
aodiflcation - token economy techniquea. 
Prosra. Components: 
Edgefield offers intensive treatment for emotionally disturbed children 
and their families utilizing a aophisticated behavior modification 
and token economy system. School and residential living programs 
are closely coordinated. There is a major emphasis on providing 
parenting and child management skills to parents or foster parenta 
prior to the Child's graduation and on providing follow-up aervice 
after graduation. Average length of atay i. 9-12 months for 
residentia~ and day treatment and 3-6 months for out patient. 
Purchase Qf care monthly coat per child is $574.01 out patient. 
$971.13 day treatment. and $2,001.11 residential. 
Referral Process: 
After diacu8aing the referral with the CSD Liaiaon Worker, the caseworker 
must have the parents or foster parents call the Intake Department 
at Edgefield directly. Edgefield 1. the only agency which does 
their own extended .intake directly with the client. They say not 
request a social summary from CSD in all cases. 
7 • 	 The' Inn Home 
3033 N.E. Bryce 
Portland, Oregon 
282-1545 
Population Served: 
Seven boy. between the ages ~f 12-17., age at be of referral 12-16. 
C~9n behavioral pr~blem. at the time of referral include rqnaway. 
:"{ 
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out of control, school probl.ms including truancy, adjudic.ted 

d.linqu.ncy. 

In.ppropriate Referrals: 
Activ.ly psychotic, dangerously ....ultiv. or violent, ov.rtly hoao­
s.xual, cannot be maint.ined in public school, fire ••tters••nd 
'I.Q. und.r 80. 
~: 
Must be able to attend public school or .lternate school. Boys.attend 
Grant or Adams High School, Alameda Grade School and Open Meadows. 
Prosr.. Components: 
Th. Inn is a community based program with • combination live-in 
and .hift 8taffing model. Individu.l and group treatment are offered. 
Th. treatment model i8 eclectic with emphasis on a b.h.vior modification 
point aystem for privileg•• and indiVidual contracts to work on 
identified problema. Counselors work with families when parenta 
are • resource. Average length of .t.y i8 1 ye.r to 15 months. 
Purchaae of care monthly coat ia $180.80. 
Referral Process: 
Discuss r~ferral with the-CSD Li.ison per.on to determine if 

the Inn is the most appropriate placement. The li.ison worker 

vill then either arrange an intake ataffing or place the 147 on 

the child care center waiting list until a vac.ancy occura,. Child 

care center ataffings are .generally held at the Inn and .ttenoed 

by Inn staff, the child and his family, the referring caseworker 

.nd the liaison worker. A social summary needs to be sent to the 

Inn by the time of the int.ke ataffing with • copy of the referral 

letter sent to the CSD L1a~sonwork.r. 

8. 	 Parry Center for Children 
J41S S.E. Powell Boulevard 
Portland, Oregon 97202 
234~9S91 
Population Served: 
48 seriously emotionally disturbed children, ages 6-17: age at time of 
the referr.l 6-10. Common problems .t time of referral include disruptive 
behavior at home and school, lying, stealing, bed wetting, serious 
ayaptoas of emotional diaturbance such a. BOiling, hiding food, open 
..sturb.tion, crueley and Violence. Autistic and psychotic children 
are .ppropriate referrals. 
Inappropriate Referrals: 
I.Q. und.r 80, inability to' r.l.te in older children. ~ill consider 
lover I.Q. if it appears to be functional rather than orlenic. 
'j 
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School: 
ae.idential Bchool 9n campu.. So.. children go out daily to public .chool. 
Proar.. Co.ponents: 
Children live in unit. of no more than 10 each. Treatment model 1 • 
• ileau therapy. Individual and group therapy are available. Parry 
Center works with families when appropriate. Average length of etay 
variee according to the treatment plan but i8 usually around 2-4 
yeara, which ia longer than at mo.t other agencie.. Parry Center 
operate. two group ho... for children able to leave the institution. 
Purchase of care monthly payment is $1,306.32 per child. 
aeferral Proce.s: 
Discusa the referral with the CSD Liaison worker. If the referral 
is appropriate, send a d.tailed Bocial summary includ1ns psycholoaical 
or p.ychiatric data to Parry Center with a copy to the l1&ison worker. 
~ee attachment for referral information auide. 
9. 	 Providence Child Care Center 
830 N.E. 47th Avenue 
Portland, Oreaon 97213 
234-9991 
Population Served: 
·52 physically and/or eentally handicapped non-ambulatory children 

who require skilled nursina care. Children at Providence commonly 

have aerious medical proble.. such a.'congenital deforaitie., 

'hydrocephalus, microcephaly, and/or .evere retardation. Many 

are terainal~y ill. Providence ia the only specialized children',. 

nursins ho•• facility in ~he atate. 

Inappropriate Referral: ' 
Children who are ambulatory, who do not have a diagnoai. which 

neee••itates skilled or .emi-akilled nursing hOIlle care and who 

are larger in .ize than will fit iDto a 60 ft crib. 

School: 
Th...jority of the children are not educable. I.E.D. places children 
1ft education prolra.. when'tbe children are able to us. sucb prolr.... 
Prolr.. Componenta: 
Children reBide in. 3 wings at the facility. A very sood physical 
therapy unit 1. available. The program offers akilled and seai­
.killed nursing home care. social work aervice•• and physiciana' services. 
The Providence social worker work. with families and plans after care 
in conjunc~ion with CSD. Purcha.e of care .onthly coat i. funded 
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3 waya: (1) $20.64 per day is paid by P.W.D. (2) If eligible. 
5.5.1. pays $25.00 per month for per.ona~ incidentals. (3) CSD 

paya $20.20 per month fee Social Services and $10.54 per month 

for personal incidental. for children not eligible for S.S.I • 

..feual 2r.o.cess: 
•After'~iacu.a1n8 the referral with the CSD Liaiaon worker, call 

Mra. Carroll at Providence. Referrala muat include medical documentation 

of the need for nur.ing home care and a social summary. Send a 

copy of the written referral to the liaison worker. 

10. 	 St. Mary's Home for Boya 
16535 S.W. Tualit~n Valley Highway 
Beaverton, Oregon 97005 
649-5686 
Population Served: 
42 delinquent boy. or emotionally disturbed boys 9-15 years old. 

Coaaon behavioral problems at the ttma of referral include run 

away, out of control, severe schoo'! prob1 ..s including tru~cy. 

disruptive behavior, poor impulse control, adjudicated delinquency. 

Inappropriate Referrals: 	 'j 
I.Q. under 80. actively paychotic, dangerously assaultive or violent, I 
overtly homosexual. hiatory of fire aetting. ! 
~: 
St. Mary'a haa a residential school on campus which uses a behavior 

.adification token economy system and is clo••ly coordinated with 

the overall program. Some boys go out to public school on a daily baais. 

Proar.. Componenta: 
St. Mary's is a residential treatment center with two large cottage 

living units for 20-25 boya each. The primary treatment modality i. a 

behavior modification token economy ayatem which is tied in to a levels 

ayatea. Work with parents 1s available on a very limited baaia and only 

when the parents are williog to Come to St. Mary's for counseliog. Average 

leolth of stay is 1-2 years. Purchaae of care monthly coat is $852.17 

'per ,child. 
aeferral Proces.: 
Discusa the referral with the CSD liaison worker. Send a aocial 

au..ary to St. Mary's with a copy to the liaiaott. worker, using 

the St. Mary'. referral outline (See attachment). Note that 

St. Mary' a require. a WISe with s"bt.at -scorea and detailed school 

iDformat1oD. 
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11. 	' Villa St. 10._ 
$" Horth Dekum Street 
Portland. Oregon 97217 
285-3030 
Population Served: 
41 delinquent or emotionally disturbed gi~ls 13-18. Common behavior 
problem. at the time of referral include runaway. out of control, 
. poor tapulse control, school difficulties. shoplifting. alcohol or 
druB abuse. promiscuity. hostile or defiant attitude toward authority. 
Inappropriate Referral: 
I.Q. 	under 85. actively psychotic, hoaicidal, overtly homosexual •. 
School: 
Villa operatea a residential school on caapus. 
Proaraa Components: 
V111a operates a structured residential ~reatment prograa utilizing 
.ileau therapy. Girls reside in two large living units. Both 
individual and group counaeling are available with a heavy empha.is 
on therapeutic sroup work. Family therapy is offered if the parent. 
are a resource. Villa operate. asroup hou•• for aftercar•• 
Averase length of etay is 1-2 y.ars. 
teferral Process: 
Di.cuse the referral with the CSD liaison worker. If the referral ie 
appropriate. send a complete social summary,ueing ,the attach~ outline, 
to the asency,with a copy to the liaison worker. 
l2~ 	 Volunteers of America: 
538 S.E. Ash Street 
Portland, Oregon 97214 
235-8655 
E.ergency housing and coun.eling for mothers and children who are 
baaelesa or in crisi.. Funding ie jointly throush Children's Services 
DJvision and Public Welfare Division. aeferrale may be by Public 
Welfare Division, ChUdren'. Service. Division, or self-referral, 
by clients. Please telephone referrale directly 'to the facility. 
The CSD ll8l8on person need only be involved if there are queetion.' 
or coneeme about the plac_ent. 
Volunteers of America Shelter Evaluation Center ie a ••parate progra. 
'or referrals or info~tion, call Judy 'retta. 
13. 	 Waverly Children 'os Home 
" 	3550 S.E. Woodward 

Portland, Oreaon 97202 

234-1532 

~ 
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Population Served: 
58 children 1n three programs: trainabl...ntally retarded, e.otlonally 
dl.turbed, and .helter care. 
Trainable Mentally Retarded: 10 children, 8 or under, who function in 
the trainable range of retardation (50-55 I.Q. and below). Waverly pro­
vides 24-hour reaidential care for children who need to develope self-belp 
skills such as dre.sinl. feedina and toiletina andvho are unable to live 
in the ca.munity. 
ImotioQJlly Disturbed: 30 boys and girls, boys age. 4-12, airls 
aga. 4-8. Common problema at the ttae of referral include lying, 
stealina. bed wettinS. disruptive behavior in school and home, and 
runaway, out of control for boys 9-12. 
Shelter Care: Emergency bouaing and casework servic•• for cbildren 
re.oved from their own homea by law enforceaent. The liai&On unit 
ta not involved with the shelter care component of Waverly'. prolr... 
Inappropriate Referral.: 
Trainable Mentally Retarded: I.Q. in educable ranga, non-aabulatory 
or .eriou.ly phy.ically disabled child. 
E.otionally Di.turbed: Actively p.ychotic, .eriou.ly .a.aultive or 
violent, history of arson. 
~: 
Vaverly operate. a rasidential .chool on campus and aa.e children 
alao &0 out to public .chool daily. 
Proar.. Components: 
Trainable Mentally Retarded: Residential care for children unabl. 
to live in the community. Program focus is on teacbing self-help 
.kill••ucb-as toileting, dressing and feeding. 
~t10nally Disturbed: Children live in two unit., one coed and one 
boys' unit. Treatment model i. aileau therapy. Individual counaeling 
1s available. Average length of stay i. 1 year to 2 year.. Purcha•• 
of care .onthly cost is $850.04 per child. ­
Referral Process: 
Discuss referr~l with CSD Liai.on parson. If referral is appropriat.~ 
send -social summary following outline attacbed. Send copy of referral 
to CSD liaison person. 
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'14. 	 Salvation Army White Shield Home 
2640 N.W. Alexandra 
'oreland. Oregon 97210 
226-4053 
Population .Served: 

20 unwed mother. and 15 mother. and children. Haternity .ervice. 

are provided irregard1e.a of age but residents in both programs tend 

to be 12-18. Pregnant women referred tend to need confidential maternity 

care. help in making decisions to keep or release their baby, and a 

ecruetured residential living situation. The Infant Maternal Prograa 

for -others and babies serves mothers who are ~ture. need to 

develop parenting skill•• are in a vocational or school program 

and have babies 0-36 months. 

inappropriate Referrals: 

Prenaca1: Pregnant women who are psychotic, have an I.Q. under 80 

and are dangerouely as.aultive or violent. 

Infant Maternal Program: Kothers who are psychotic. have an I.Q~ 

under 80 and are 'dangerously assaultive or violent; IIOthera who 

cann~t tolerate group living and who will not attend school or 

vocational training. 

~: 
There is a re.identialschool on c ..pu•• 
Proar.. Components: 
White Shield offers traditional re.idential maternity counseling 
and care. There is a hospital and a school for pregnant women on 
ea.pu.. The prenatal girls live on the top floor of the residential 
building; the mothers and children live on the bottom floor. The 
I.H.P. Program offers residential care for young or immature mothers 
who'feel unable or unready to live in the community with their 
infanta. Kother. attend school or vocational training until they 
are economically ready to live on their own. A day ear. center 
on ~ampus .erves children 0-3. Kother. receive supervi.ion and 
tra1n1na in parenting .ki11s as well as individual and ,roup 
coun.elina. Average length of .tay 1a until delivery in the 
prenatal pro$ram and 6 month •. in tne'I.M.P. Pr08ram. 
aeferral Process: 
Discus. referral with CSD liaison worker; If'referral i. appropriate, 
send ,a written referral to White Shield usin8 the referral format 
attached with a ~opy to the worker. "Plea.e note that parents Deed 
to .tan CODsent for placeBent aDd medical authorization for pregnant 
, I,t~l. under 18. 	 ' 
, . 
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15·.: 'Youth Adventures, Inc. 
P.O. Box 710 

Or.son City, Oregon 97045 

656-7081 

'opulation Served: 
. 
Girl.' Program: 18 girl., 14-18. 14-17 at time of referr.l. 
eo.mon behavior.l problema at the time of referral include: . 
runav.y, out of control, poor impulse control, .chool proble.s 
includins tru.ncy, ainor delinquency, proai.cuity, drug or alcohol 
abu... 
Boy.' Prog~aa: 12 boys, 14-18, 14-17 .t time of referr.l. Commo~ 
behavioral problema .t the time of referral .re the .... •• for the 
lirls~ program except that adjudic.ted ..jor d.linquency, .uch •• c.r 
theft, ia more CODaOn. 
In.ppropri.te Referr.l.: 
I.Q. Under 85. actively p.ychotic, dan,.rously ••••ultiv. or 
violent, overtly homo.exu.l, c~ot b...iDt.ined in public .chool; 
and adole.cents who .r. not motiv.ted, cannOt id.ntify personal 
proble.s to work on, .nd will not Contr.ct to ~ive up .ex .nd dru,•. 
and .lcohol. . 
~: 
Children .ust .ttend high .chool, usu.lly Or.gon City High School. 
'roar.. CameRnents: 
'Youth Adventure. operate. a co-ed program with .daleacents livinl 
in three girls' group ho... and one boys' residence at the main 
10dS. on the Clackaaaa River. Youth Adventure. utilizes. hou.e­
p.rent ataffing ~del. Individu.l .nd group tre.t.ent. are offered. 
Ther. i •• heavy emph••is on tran••ctional analysi••nd ge.t.lt 
technique.. Individual contr.cta with adole.centa .re u••d frequently 
and aa adolescent8 progre.8 through the program they may be ••sign.d 
. junior counselor responsibilities with new re.idents. A group home 
in Milwauki. ia u.ed for after c.re for 5 girl.. Some work with 
faailie. ia done but mo.t adole.cent. .t Youth Adventur.. .re eaancip.ted 
or 10 into .ltern.te care r.th.r than returnins to their f..Ui••.• 
Average length of .t.y i. 1 to 2 year.. Purcha.e of car. ~nthly 
pa,.ent is $838.75 per child. 
Referr.l Procesa: 
Discus. referr.l with the CSD 11&i.on pera~n to det.raine if Youth 
Adventure. is the IDOst appropriate pl.ceaent. The liai80n work.r 
viii then either .rrange an int.k. at.ffing or pl.ce the 147 
on the chUd care center waiting li.t until. vacancy occura·. 
Staffinl. are held at Youth Adventure. and attended by Youth Adv.n~ures· 
ataff members, the adole.cent and hia family, the referring caaeworker 
&ad the CSD liaison work.r. By the tta. of the intake at.ffinl, 
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a social su.mary need a to be sent to Youth AdventureS'with a copy 
to the liaison worker. 
16•. Youth for Chri.t 
604 N.E. 20th Avenue 
Portland, Oreaon 97232 
Z34-9776 
Population Served: 
Girl.' Progra.: 9 girls, 12-18, 12-16 at age of referral. Coamon 
behavior probl..s at time of referral include runaway, out of control, 
poor t.pulse control, school probl..s including truancy, ainor 
delinquency. . 
Boy.' Progr..: 13 boys 11-18, 12-16 at tt.e of referral. Common 
behavior problems at time of referral are the same as for the girla' 
prOlr.. except that adjudicated ..jor delinquency, such a.car theft, 
is .are comaon. 
Youth for Christ Shelter Evaluation Center 1. a separaCe program. 
For referrala or information, call Judy Fretta. 
Inappropriate Referrals: 
I.Q. under 80, actively p.ychotic, danaerously asaaultive or 
violent, overtly homo.exual, canDOt be ..iDtaiDed in public school. 
School: 
Mu.t be able to attend public aChool. Girls attend Corb~tt High School 
and boys attend Welches Grade School or Sandy Hiah School. 
Proar.. Components: 
Youth for Christ operatea two child care centers: one for girls, 
near Corbett; one for boys, on the Sal.an River at Weame. Both 
proar... utilize a combination live-in houseparent and shift coverage 
.adel. Individual and group treatment. are offered. Both programs 
have a system of increa.ing privilege. and responsibility by levels. 
Both work with familiea when parent. are a resource. Averaae le~gth 
of .tay is 9-12 IIOnth.. Purch..e of care monthly cost i. $743.29 
per child. . 
Referral Proce•• : 
Di.cu•• referral with the CSD liai.on person to deteraine if Youth' 
for-Chri.t is the most appropriate placement. The liaison worker 
villthen etther arrange an Intake staffing or place the 147 on 
the child care center vaiting list until a vacancy occur.. Child 
care center staffing are usually held at the Resource Branch and 
attended by Youth for Christ staff, the child, the referring case­
worker, and the lialson worker. By the time of the intake staffing, 
a SOCial .~ry need. to be sent to the Youth for Christ, with a 
copy to the liaison worker. 
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~ i MENTAL HEALTH 'DIVISION 
_
....... .••..l 

MIMOIANDUM 	 DATE: Nov.SIIb.r 2S, 1915 
TO. 	 co.aualty Hental Health P~o,r... 
Subcontract Ai.ncle.· 
fROM: 	 rat Irl.,.r V',,· .,# 
Medlcaid Con8ultant 
SUBJECT: 	 Subcontractlnl for Tltl. XII 'a,aeat. 
Attached are th. caapleted auld.liD.. tor ~pl...ntatlon 
of Title XIX In a .ubcontract al.ney. The need for thl. 
klnd of lnformatlon 	cam. out of our Septeab.r Tltl. XIX 
workshop. 
It 1& !aportant to r ......,.r that theae are only auldellne. 
and. not rul... The p~OC••8 ..y work soa.what differently 
In your county, and fo~ this r ...on you uy want to uka 
DORe modlflcatlon•• 
If you have any qu••tlons, pl.... 1••1 "free to call .. 
at 378-2161. 
cia 

Attactaent 
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COHKUHITY PROGIAH lESPONSIBILItIBS 
1. htenalna 1f propo.ecI prolr.....ta ideotUlee1 Deeel 10 ebe cCHaDty plaD. 
11. 	 DetaraiDe whether prolr.. 1. a dupllcatioD of ••rvice. e&l.t1D& vith1D 

the eo..uDlty Nental Health Pr08raa. 

A. 	 Doe. lt .erv. a dUr.raDt populatlOG? 
I. 	 1. lt Daeded 10 a d1fta"eDt ,eolraph.1c areat 
111. 	 DetanaiDa if the propo... proln. aclda to coaprehaoalve MDtal bealth 
.y.t... . 
A. 	 t. 1 t a Deeded a.ev aervlce'l' 
I. 	 Doee lt .eet a populatloD n.ed nat .e1"'ledt 
C. 	 Do•• lt bave a btab utlllaation by a taraet populatlOGt 
IV.' 	 ..equ••t Tltl. XIX 1nfonatlon booklet froa Medicaid Of'flee if ,ou do 

DOt already bave ODe. 318-2161 

v. 	 Look at the propoa.. prolr.. budlet &D4 (lacal d••lln to detaralDe lff 
A. Local _tch lIOnel' (40.96% of bl111D.la) 1& avallable. Hatch fIODey 
1. daf1Ded a. local or State dollar. u • ..t to cla.ta federal f 1Daoc1al 
participatlon In the coat of providlo, .arvic.. to eli,lble Welfare . 
reclpient.. If Fed..at dollar. ~ auch a. reYaau. .barl.... or CErA' 
fUDd.. 10 through tb. county. they _y b. cOD.id.er" local fuod•• 
(See OaS 430.655) 'Iba ..tcb IIOnay 1. eo..tia•• call" "frOGt aon.y" 
... 1. ·.ent back to Publlc Welfare. wbo u.. it to cla1a tM ·F••ral 
dollar•• 
•• 	 The propo.ed pro11'_ baa the capaclt., to: 
1. 	 Ie.p n.c....ry account1D.1 of all fuDda. 
2. 	 Do Dac....r., b1l1ing. 
c. 	 The c~.uid.ty Meatal Baalth Prolr.. will b. _klDI a f1uacial 
coDte'ibutioD to the pro,ra tuouab II'l.D.t-lo-.14. . . 
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ea..uoity .roar.....poo.ibll1ti••t... 	2 
. D. !'be fu....ioa • .chani•• for Titl. X.U ar. clarl,. UGdu.toocl. 
1. 	 It ch.r. ar. DO .ental health .tat. dollar. in the proar.., 
the Subcontraccor ke.p. tha S9.041 of tIM b1l1iq. &ad 1a. 
r ..poa.1ble for ......10' ill the front lIOo.y each aonth. 
2. 	 If tb.r. 1. a arant-ill-aid contr1bution, you D.ed to kDov 
wbat perc&1lt 1t 1. to the proposad prolr..•• total bud.at. 
'fbat perc_tale v1l1 b. deducted h·a. tb. 59.04% red.al
"'1'.. th. aechan1_ u.ad i. for tb. K&Dtal Healtb Divi.1on 
to claduct the .-eNDt fra. ar&Dt-iIl-aU. aad tb.r.for. you'll 
....,. to dacluct fra. aonthly ,.,.&Dt. to the Subcontractor. 
oc b111' fol' tbe ..:NIle oa a IIOntbly be.u. 
91. 	 u•• T1tl. XU 1alol'Mt101l packet frca Kacl1catd Off1c. aDd d.t.r:aiAa 

if tbe propo.ad prolr.., 

A. 	 1. operat10_1ly aourad - capabl. "-S..aut .y.t•• 
I. 	 MaaC. appropriate .taDdard. (Keutal Haaltb D1v1.1on aDd eo--u01cy 
Meatal a..ltb Proar..) • 
. C. 	 CeG .e.t title XU requ1r:.&Dt. a. outlined 10 the Adah1.tratlv• 
....1. aDfi H&Dtal a..ltb Div1aioo-Publ1c Welfare a,r••_t. 
D. 	 . Ba8 an adequate recow::d-kee,t.na a,at.! If DOt cOUIIltac101l ..y ba 
Pl'GYWed ill ch18 ar.. by KacllcaU Offica aDd IC&Dtal Baltb D1v181oo 
ataff. 
VII. If pl'oar" ...c. above critaria, a cootract aDd utl11aat1on 1'_1•• 
plan abouU be d.veloped. A.ada! 10 ava1labl. 1D the Mtdica1c1 
'bookl.t., 
V111. 	 kina 1D the Madt.ca1.d Off1ee aDd ec-an1ty H&Ilcal Bealtll Specia11at fol' 
con..ltatlo1l •• n.aded. 
IX. AaaDd couoty plall aM iDclude propo.... proar- h _kella COGtract. 
I. 	 Coocract. 81aued by cOUllty aDd Subcontractor. ahould be _baitted to 
the appropl'iace C~ity Spaciali.t, vbo vill a.cure a"raval frca 
ap'l'opr1&t. Aa.iatant Ada1D1atratol'. 
.91 
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Xl. 	 Onc. coatract 1••pproved aad .caadareS. ar•••t, you My a.1t your 

~lty HaDtal Health Sp.cial1.t to r..qu••t a veador auab.r fro. 

eM lIed1caJ.4 Office. 

111. Supply app11caC10D for tllatt.r of approval" accord1D& to Adll1Dl.trat1ve 
luI. 12.010. 
1111. 	 HADltar cootract with ODlolas coaaultatiaa fro. Mantal Haaltb Dlv1.1oD 
"'Iia..l Offica AIWI MaclicaU Offic. a. Daeded aad reque.ted. 
11V. Tbe Med1catel Offic...y b. u.eel a. 11&l&OD with Publle Welfar. to h.lp 
. you ruolv. 1...a a. tbay arl••, if you f ..l 1t 1. aac....r'1 • 
.... 
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IISPORSIIILtTIES OF SUBCONTRACTORS 
1. 	 Surv.y cll.nt populatlon fo~ W.lfar••11&ib~•• or pocentlal ellalblea. 
Look at Welfare ca•• nuab.r. P~olr... 1, 2, 3, 4, 6S, 82, aDd 92, ar. 
eoa. of tb. proar... alla1bl.. Ooly prOlr .. S 1. not .1111bl.. If you 
bay. cllent. 00 SSI o~ who•••11libl1lty i. unclear, pl.... ~.f.~ tb.. 
to JOu~ local Walfa~. offic. fo~ d.tendoatlon. If you~.un., .bov. a 
ailniflcent nuab.~ of al1aibl. cll.nta ••• 
II. 	 T.lephon. Trieu Ko~tall, Keclicald Offic., 318-2161, raq,u ••tiaa Tltl. XU 
ialocaatlon pack.t. 
111. 	 Contact yClU~ CoaIunity H.otal U.alth hOlr.. Director to a•• if _kon­
t~.cttD. 1. a po.albllity. 
IV. 	 One. th. Titla XIX: Wonaation packet ia ~ac.lvad, dec.miDa if requ1~.­
aeata can be ••t. 
A. 	 Adataiat~atlva aul. 
1. 	 If you plan to bill for a .0c1ali..tioo prol~'" do.a yaur 
p~o,~....at tba dafioitioof 
2. 	 Pl~a ao4 health codaa ceo b ••att 
3. 	 Itedical p~eac~iptloo or lUldical aup.rvlaloof (5•• pal. 6 of the 
Ada1D1at~.tive aul.) 
I. 	 N_tal lIaalth Div1aioo - Public Welfa~. Divi.loD Acr....t 
1. 	 Do.a you~ prol~" DOW prov1d. a a.-rv1c. outlined iD th. aar••­
a.t, o~ cao 1t p~ov1d. aucb a aervlc. by ..)daa al1&ht P~olr.. 
iap~09__tat 
c. 	 ruutDl talatlon.hipa 
1. 	 If th.re 1a no .eDcel health atat. dollar pa~ticipat10D, you 
Dead 40.96% ..tcb .oD., (local .ooey) to b. uaed to claia tbe 
red.ral financial pa~ticlpation. A 8Ootblych.ck fo~ 40.96% 
of tbe billinaat auat be ••nt iDto tb. Hental Health Diviaion. 
CItA or ~.V.Dua .bartoa funda .., b. cODaid.red ..tch, if tb.y 
ao th~oUlh the cOUGty ay.t... . 
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"apoaa1b1l1tl.. of Subcoatractora
'a.. Z 
2. 	 If tile KeDtal Hulth Dlv1aloll 1. U.uactally cOlltr1butinl. v • 
...t rK09ar Stat. 'Percat of the total prolr.. coate frca tbe 
'_.al .ha"a. Wa do thi. by 41.sucttaa frOil COWlty lI'ut-1Il­
aid payaeat. 
,. 	 .. alid.taa faa achedul., for DOIl-Titla xu pati_ea, a".t 5. 
d.,.loped. tou ..y Dot biU Public W.lfara IIOr. thall yeN wouU 
la11l a privata pattellt, hovevU'. you uy devalop a aUcUa. 
f •• acbadul. ba.a4 OD cli_t'. iDcoaa. ' 
4. 	 th. T1tl. XU f •• achedul. for billiDa Walfar. i. a part of 
tile iDfol1l&tioll packet. You riU ..tid to ua. Chi. to ••ti­
..t. your Titl. XU 1Dcoaa a. v.11 a. for b111taa. 
D. I. the .anic. you vi.h to b111llalltca1d for alrady 14_tlfiod'ta 
aDDtbel' eOlltract you MY hay. vith CSD, Vl.Df You _y DOt b11l-two 
,aieaci•• foc tile .... ·.an1c. to tile .... cltaDt. 
I. 	 I. local ..tcb _Day availabl• ., I. it cleuly id.eatUW! 
V. 	 Coauet eo-.mity KaDtal Bealtb hOI1=" D1rac:tor. a. lUMICl.: 
A. 	 AaeuraK. that your pcoP" pr"14.. Daeded .uvic. to id._tified 
. populatioll. 
I. 	 IucIlat. 
C. 	 ~olt.. d••criptioll. 
D. 	 "euraDea HacU,caid. J.'Ula. C.ll b••at. 
I. 	 lanatlv••ppl.aat to cwaty plaD. 
VI. 	 ODe. ec-.u1l1ty KaDtal Haltb P1:0p''' Dlrac:tor baa alc." OIl JOUI' 
,pcolr.., ,be uY' 
A. 	 ....ta. ill a Co-.aDity H_tal Healtb Spaciali.t aad the Kad.1caU 
Offic. to halp 1a: 
1. 	 CoDu:act daalopaeot - ... euapl. 11l KacU..caU bpoklat. 
the eODtZ'act Daeel. to b••ipeel by eOUllty a. SuKOIltractoZ'. 
2. 	 lecoccl~ka.plD1 IYlt. dev.lopaut. 
a. 	 Co.tact lhe.t to pcavicl. clocuaatatioa of ,.ar:vic. fOJ:' 
..~. 
, " 
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aeeponelbll1elee of SUbconeraceor • 
• a.e 	) 
b. 	 TI'_t..nt plan. 
1. 	 Goal. . 
2. 	 Ir0lre•• toward•••etlnl loal. 
c. 	 See probl..-orlented record ...ple., in Medicald booklet, 
(theee are oal)' exa.ple., )'ou .., develop your own fo~e 
if JOU vl.~). . 
3. 	 Develo~ea~ of a utll1zae10n r~iev plan.SeD4 a copy to tbe 
Mediceld Off lee. 
VII. 	 laqueat "lettar of approval" frca Kentel H_ltb Dlv1ll10n, accorCUD.1 to 
KHD Adainlatraeive ble 12.010. D1acu•• w1tbyour ec...aD.1ty lC_tal 
Health fr0lr.. Director. 
YU1. 	 Vben contract baa beeD .lped and approved by tbe DlvletoD, (l.ellonal 
&a.lateot Adainl.trator.) aDd eo..unlty Hantal S..lth Specl&li.t. are 
a••urecl pro&r ....ete ainiala proar" auudud. and all Title XU re­
quir...t.. a veclQr n_ber viii be reque.ted. The proc... i. throulh 
tbe approprl&te eo..unlty Mantal H_lth Speciall.t tothA Hldlca14 
Offlce, who 1a tum requa.,. the maber frOil Public Welf.ra. 
IX. 	 OQce your veDdor awabar baa b.en rec.lved. requeat 501-A billin, fonaa 
frca your local Publlc Velfara braoch offic.. Tricia Mortall 1 • 
...llabl. for coaaultation on bliltaaa. (318-2161) 
x. 	 Sead blll1n& for.a directly to Public Welfare Stat. Offte. for pa,..ne. 
Public Welfare Dlvialon 

'iacal Section 

"'bite S.nic. Bu1ld1n& . 

Sal_. Orelon 97310 

~ ~ '. . 
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aa.pon.ib~litia. of S~bcontraetor.
'a••• 
1.1. 	 If thara i. ftIO Stat. Mnt.l baalth participation in Jour proar_. 

e... a check. (40.961 of bUlin,.). a. a copy of tha bill1D.a. to:· 

DOGalaa Muir' 
Adalniatratlve Sarvica. 

Mantal H..lth Divi.ion 

Z570 Centar Straet. HI 

Sal_. 	O1:'.lon 91310 
If eha St.ta i ...kinl a financial contribution•.40.961 aatch .onay 
plua a parcan~aaa of r.doral .har. equal to State'. participation 
Sa youI' total proarea vill b. deducted. frOll your arant-in-a1d or 
..ale.naC1v•••• fund.. D.tuaina thi. d.aductioa 110 you vill ba cartain 
of ebe ..,unt of 'ed.ral clollu. racov.red fol' avary biUi... 
III. 	You ara raepouible to tbe eo-.&aity KAmtal Hulth hoar_ Duactol' 

vbo vUl !IODitot and provWa ....pent.toa fol' ,out PI'OP__ 

1111. 	 You n.ad to work out any fiaancial arcana__nt. with tbe Ca..unity 
HaDtal Health ProSraa. It thara ara Stata • .ntal b..lth dollara 
1A your proar... ha'll Deed to deduce fl'OII YOUI' aoatbly chllck. 01' 
to col.lact thl'oulb billinl. 
IlV. 	 You uy expect a aic. vi.it ra: your raqua., for a "laceal' of .pPl'oval~ 
frOll tha Mant.l Health Diviaion. Appl'opriata aotificatioa of tt.. 
of 8ie. vi.it wUl ba al'l'.nlecl. 
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IISPONSIBILITIES OF aECIONAL orFICI 
1 •. 	 Di.cu•• propoaed new proar" with Keotal a.altb Dlvillon Proar.. Offica 

to loeure lt ••ata a1n~ .taDdard••a',fortb by the Dlvl.10D. 

II. Ha. 1t buo aada a part of the county plao7 
111.' llelp in bud,at davalopaeat aa Heded. 
IV. Provida balp 1n contract dayalopaant aa needed. 
V. 	 'At requa.t of Ca.ua.lty Mental Healtb Pr0lr_ Dlractor, act aa liall10n 

batwa... Subcontract. ec-ualt, Proara, and the Keotal Hultb Dlv1l1oo. 

VI. Secura Tltla XIX coa.ultat1oD aa naeded. 
VII. Haka aura all 1.1tla XIX r.qulraMDta are Mt. 
VIII. 11 bu4aat propar. and 1, utcb 800.1, claarly Uaa.t1flad'l 
IX. Sacura contract approyal frc. ae,1oul AlalaUnt Ada1o.iatrator. 
x. 	 leceiya requast for ,eletter of approval" for aaevica &1.....t; arranae 

wlth Pr0lr.. O~flca to co~ly wlth Ada1Diatratlvl lull 12.010. 
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•••pon.lbl1lti•• of a.,lDoal Offic. 
h~2 ' 
Xl. One. COGtract i ••1IGed aDd all Ti,l. IIX r.quir...nt. hav. b••n ..t, 
: wequ••c'Hadicaid Off1c. (in ¥r1,tal> to aak PWD for. vaador uw.ber~ 
Ill. 'l'~vid. 00,010, aupport, taka part ill utiliutloG "wi., a. o.aded. 
# 
.. ':" ;''"'. ~ ~ 
J 
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IISPONSIBILITIES OF MEDICAID OFFICI 
t. 	 Keep aa,lonal.sDd Proaraa Offices info~ of contacts with Ca..uaity 
Prolraaa sn4 potentisl Subcontractors 
11•. 	hovUa iDfonuat,ioul ..terials to Subcontractors aad C~W1ity . 
• roar..s on r.quest. 
111. Provida consultation a.na~ed in follov1Da area.: 
A. 	 eud,at-fundinl ra1ationahip 
B. UtUlzaUon reviaw 

'C. aecord-keepins 

O. 	 Title XIX requireaants 
I. lillil1l' tnstruc tiona 

,. Contract io.foaution 

IV. 	 Maka aure all conditions of Adainistrative Rul. ead Mental Health 

Divlsion - Public. Welfare Diviaion requir..ents have been ..t. 

V. 	 Once to.munity Mental Raalth Specialist haa inforaed Medicaid Office 
that all requireaent. have been .at and the 'contract bas baeD approved 
by the Divlsion, tha Medicaid Offica vt1l· .and a .-.0 to the Stata 
Publlc Walfare Division raquastinS isauance of a vaador nuabar. 
VI. 	 Do an onaita viSit, aftar notifyinl and warkins with eo..uatty M.nta1 
Health Prolr.. Director. Com.unit,y Mantal Health Spacialist. and aleney 
rasardial tta. of oasit.~ 
YIt. Monitor bililnss. 
YIn. leep utilization review plaD on fila •. Contil'lU!I cODsultat1pa oa . 
. utl1izatioD raview sDd recorda. . '. 
"~ : . 
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' ••pon.iblllt1e. of Medlcaid Offiee 

'al. 2 

IX. 	 Supply MHO, au.in••• S.rvice., with nec....ry financial intor.ation 
re.ar41A, vendornuabera and perceota,e of recovery. 
X•. 	'rov14e 001010, .upport and r.lay aoy Dew iafqraat100 00 title XIX 
to a..uoity rOlr....ad ubcontractor•• 
Xl•. L1aiaoo to Public Wel~are Divisioo regardlDJ i.aue. relative to the. 
aubconcractiol procea. or billinl probl.... 
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.aoGaAM OFPICE RESPONSIBILITIES 
1. Ie' 1U.0iaua pl.'o~_ ataDdal.'d•• 
11. 	 a.'ablish eva1uatioo au l'ev1ev pl'ocedul.'e•• 
111•. Kay taka pal.'t 10 1D1t1al aeve1opaeot of pI.'O,I.'.... 
IV. 	 aece1ve aDd ace on appl:iJ:.at1on fol.' Iflettar of appl.'ovallf for .e1'V1ce 
e1...at. Coaply with Adain1atrat1ve 11.11. 12.010 reaaraiD, ooa1te 
viait cepol.'t aad 1."u.aDCe of lettel.'. 
~ 

. '. I 
AINno:) SVWV>I:)V1:) ~O:l 
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PAOPOSEO DAY TREATMENT PRO~ FOR ADOLESCENTS 
, Th. 'o11owing i. A proposal for an adoloscent day treatment program 
for residents of Clackamas County. This program would be administered 
through the Clackam.s County Mental Health Clinic in full c~PQr.tion with, 
and with ,staff participation from the following Clackamas County Human 
A••ouree. AQenc1e•• Chi14ren ' • Service. Division, ine Intermediate 
Educ.ti~n District; The Juvenile Court and Parrott Creek Soyls Aanch~ 
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Section I PRO~ GVERVl~W 
une 01' .he majo~ reasons tor consideration at this tim. of a Oay 
Treatment Program for the adol.scen: is an aw~roness 0' the lack of ro­
source. providing tne,intensJty or service needed. Existing programs ar. 
d.signed to provide ,ervice for you~gsters who need residential troatment 
or ~or t:'ose who can respond to trea~~nt in a traGitional outpatient 
setting 01' a 1ess intensive und extensive natur.. There is an .bsence of 
resourCQa for a large population 0"- adole~centa for whom &Mi,.ting p,.o~r~$ 
ar. inadequate and who could respo~d to a program which ts.de,lgned to bridge 
the g.~ beeween outpatient and residenti.l care. 
Tne purpose o'! a Oay Treato.,.nt Program would be to reach the ado1esce.,'.; 
cnd his family as .arly as possible oefore the label~ng ,process has occurred 
and prior to involvement with the Juvenile Court, suspen.ion from school or 
serious deterioration 01' the. '?amil y situation., It is anticipated thAt thi s 
progrem would be a c~~nity-based and comi~nity-support.d'r.lource with sta~~ 
'and support coming from all agencies within the human resource, network in 
Clackamas County. Primary overall goal of this program would be to' alter 
dysfunctional behavior patterns in both the child and fAQily in such a way 
to allow ~~~ to return to the comHUnity with tools and 'fesoutces to function 
wi thou~ the intensive support 0'; the program. Supporti,ve fo.llowup services 
\IIIIO",1d be otfered by the agenCies in"'the coAii'nUnity •• 
T~rget oopulation 
rne primary target 'population for this project would be adolescents 

(age 14,. 18, both sexes) with a high prob~bility for residential placement 

or for serious Qelinqu.~t behavior without intensive therapeutic intarven­
104 
Cion. In adcU·tion, this pr.ogram would be open to those youngsters in a transftion.l 
. phase, returning to the community '1"0- residenti.l progr..s, such as O....sch 
State Hospit.l, 'arrott Creek Boy's,R.nch, Youth Adventur.s, .tc. TWo,groups 
not .ppropri.te 'or this progr.. would be the .ctively psychotic youngst.r 
~ftd/or the truly drug .ddicted youngster. This would not scr••n out drug 
u..rs or youngsters whose probleMs include drug .buse. 
R~'err.h to thi s type 0' program ~uld COtIIe prf..rfl y 'r~ the Publfc 

Schools, but ., so 'rOIl such .genci.s as Children's Services Divhion, JuvenU. , 

Court, Ment.l He.lth Clinic .nd the Public Schools as well as the numerous r.si. 

d..,Ci.l progr..s in the ar.a. R.'.rr.ls .r••lso anticipat.d 'r~ such sourc •• 

• s _inist.rs in the com.untty .nd individu.l , ..ili.s th....lve.. Speci.l prior­

tty w111 be given to adol ••cents 'rOfli '.rger , ...fU.s with young. I" .ib~ings who 

ar. in the element.ry schools. 

Tr••tment phi 10soPhx 

Th. progta. i. d••fg~ed to includ. 10 - 12 .dolesc.nts and th.ir , ..flie. 

'01" • period 0' thr•• months. (This .ppro.ch would allow 40 - 48 adolescents 

.nd thefr '~fli.s to be served each y.ar.) Th. ratio"al. 'or thl. appro.~h' 

COM. 'rom r ••••rch 'f,ndings which show that an int.nsive progr.o' .horter 

length hal MOl". impact than. 10ng-t.n., l.ss tnt.n.ive tr.a~nt,program. 

R••••rch •• so d..-.onltrat•• that the MOst .igni'ic.nt changes in ,.Uy p.tt.rns 

. occur duri~g the inftial period 0' counseling. 
As a comMUnfty we ar. c~itted to a philolophy 0' working wt~h ' ..ilf.s e 
, We b.lfeve the 'a.ily un~t is the k.y to individu.l growth and nurtur.nce. 
Th. nul tipS. impact .ppro.ch proposed h.r. h•• be.n shown to b••".ctive in 
NOrkfng with the 'Nlfly, who hal an .dol.scent who hal been excluded 'r~ the 
COtInUnhy, or w~•• exc:'usfon fa i .... in.nt. While thi. progr. h••• varl.ty 0' 
tr.atment approaches; they .1". uni'ied in their' .dher.nc. to the g~th.mod.l. 
nThe growth lIIO,d.1 'f s ba.ed Oft the notfons th.t peopl.' •.b ..... vior 
,. 

..... 
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chenges through proce.s and that the proce•• f~ represented 

~y tran.acCfon. wfth other people. I11ne•• fl believed to 

be an a~opr1ate communfc.tive response to a dysfunctional 

syst.. or context. It f~ therefore believed that tl1ness 

goe. away when the fndlvfdual is removed from the ..ladap­

tfve syst.. or the .y.tem i. changed to permit healthy 

responses and COtIIaInlcat fon. Growth occurs wheft the system 

per.tt. ft." 

our c~ftment fs to a multi-faceted approach designed to impact on the 
f ..fly '0 prono'e irowCh fn 'he fndfviduals and to meke change. in 'he 
f..f'y to promote growth in the indivfdual. and to make change. fn the 
f..fly sy.t.. which will allow the 'amily, to serve its nurturing role. In 
keepfng wfth thfl philosophy, empha.i. wfll be placed. on treatment at adolescents 
'r~ f..flfes with younger siblings. Thfs intervention would provfde a strong 
preventatfve component, as well as an &Me'forative component. 
Goals and objectives 
Goal. for thil program may be Itated fn three major are.SI Overall 
goals for the project, goals, for the individual youngster in the progr .., and 
goals 'or the'famity. 
A ..Jor project goal may be stated fn terms of reduction of inappropriate 
referrals and placements fn re~idential and other treatment progr..s in the 
community. The screening aspect 0' this program would result fn approprfate 
referrals and a more e'ffcient use of existing community resource•• A second 
goal MOuld be to provfde followup conaultoti'on for the adolescent 'IIIIOy in the 
~nfty resource provfding service to the f..Oy.. This con.ultatfon MOUld 
insure continuation 0' the growth process begun during inYOlvement with the pro­
graM. A ~ird goal would be to provide a transitional resource to the COGMUnfty 
for those adolescentl l.aving residential care. A 'ourth iMportant goal of this 
project ·h to continue the interagency cooperation and 'nvol.,...nt, in identifying 
community needs and \IIIOrking towerd efffcfent utilization of cOlllll.lnity resources. 
-.. 
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There ar. three priMary goal, for the adolescent inyo1Yed in the progr... rhe 
flr.t, a significant reduction In antisocial behavior whIch would alte, the 
Indlvldua", Identity to an Identity which h •• legltf..cy within the ComMUn­
ity. second. an'lmprovement in social adjustment as reflected In peer and 
. ,>l 	 f..lly relation.hlps. Third. an iMprovement In .el'-i..ge a. meaaur.d by dIs• 
crepancy acore. on acale. of per.onal adjustment. 
ODal. 'or the f ..lly would Include a develOpMent of probl-.-solvfng 
technique. to be used within the family .tructureJ Improved communication 
between~f~ily MeMbers, greater parental understanding,of adole.cent behavior, 
and. a better family .elf.im.ge through improved sel'-i..ge of al,'f..lly 
-..bera. A re'ated goal would be one of prevention of 'i~ilar probl... 
experienced by the identified adolescent fro. developfng with'younger, albllng~ 
.in the f..Uy. 
. . 
I 
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Sectton 11 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION ANO IMPLEMENTATION 

The Day Tr.abDent ,rogr.. wovld consist 0' two basic commi~ncl' 

1. a ,rogr.. designed specl'ically, to facilitate the development of a MOre 

'unctional behavior pattern'in the adolescent and" 2. a strong .-phasls on 

therapeutic intervention with the f..ily. 

Screening and evaluation for admission 

~ screening, procedures fol1a.ing referral would inclvde obtaCning a social 
hC,Cory and a psychological s~ry of each child. The social history should 
include the complete suamary of 'amily interactions, identifying significant 
, ..fly meMbers and thefr pre.ent relationship. to the ~n,.t.r. School progre.s 
and behavfor would 1M apprahed. lbi s wou1d inclu. in'o.....tion ,,.,. the 
re'.rring school, in cooperation with the lED. Thi. would insure that the 
educational component of the progr. would be Mt 'or the adolescent and the 
school 
Th. adolescent's primary f ..fly (own or 'oster ~aMily) must be wflling to have 
int.nsive involvement with the program and be amendable to change in the 'aMfly 
structure. Upon re'erral, the case will b~ reviewed by an i~ct te.. conposed 0' 
sta" frOM the Day Treatment Program, a repr.sentative 'r~ the re'.rring school, 
and 'rom agencies within the communfty. This will include an intensive inter­
view with the 'IMU 1. for the purpose 0" evaluation and plaMing. Following thi s 
~he case wovld be .ta"ed with recommendations being provided 'or the intervention 
with the adolesc.nt and his '.mily. Recommendations Might include re'erral to the 
Day Treatment Progr .., re'err.l to other existing ComMUnity resourc.s, a re'erral 
, , 
to a relidential progr_, whichever .ight be d....d IIOre appropriate by the screen­
ing Ita'f. 
Program components 
As a relvlc 0' Icreening and evaluation, one or IIIOre of the COfIIPOnenta 0' 
the ~frect treatMent prograM and the educational and vocational progr .. will 
. 'be included tn the indiyldual plan desfgned 'or each adolescent and htl 
e. 
"'i t 
"'­
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'uaUy. 
A. 	 Direct tr.&~ent 
The adol.scent·prosr~~ will include in:ensive group exper!ence and 
~y include individual counseling sessions••s indicated. The cducationai 
and vo~.tional aspects of the program will involve an individually d.signed 
c~~ination of th. following' 
1) attending a l~cal hiSh school 
2) a Qini-course progr~m 
3) tutorial progrAm - student. te~chin; students 
4) adolescents te,acMng in loc.r g:"ade SChools 
S) co~.nu~ity col1ege involvamcnt 
6) neighborhood youth corpse 
I~ addition to the treat~~nt plan developed for the adolescent there woulci 
Qe a variety of treaunant mo~.litie, av.~lable for the parents and f'am~1y, most 
0' which would b. conducted during evening ho~(~ to facilitate full part1c~~&tion 
of' .H· appropriatG t'amfly members. These would include F'am51y Counseling. 
Parent's Gr.oups, P.r.n~ing classes and Marital Counse11ng•. 
The Family Counseling, Parents ~roups and Xarital Counseling would be 
sti',\~.·.d by l1'&G4r.il~rs of' the cooperating agencies and would include at .l.ast 01'41 
me.'l1!)er of tbG individual fami 1'I' s im;l.lct team. TI,e P.arointi n9 Clau wou1d be 
:aug:'\t ';)'1 a mcmtler of the Mental Health Clinic who has had pas; exp4rhmcQ in 
t ••ch1ng such classes and would ~e aimed .t broadening par.n~s' un~.rstanding 
of adolescent b~h.vior and :e.ching effective technique, for de&ling with 
both ~esirabl.·and undesirable behavior • 
. 3. Educational - Vocational activity 
Cooperation and coordination with local public sChoo·}'s is con$ioereo 
es~.ntial to the ecucational-vocational activities of this ~roject. Clac~~$ 
:Ololn~y IE!) h.s .i~••d 'to coordin.at~ t:~Cia cor.\"i1Ur.ic.1tions w.ith c:ooj)er.ting schoolS 
.... 
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in arranging credits, curriculum, tutorl and other activities utilizing 
school 'acilftie. or ataf' ...o.rl. A Ichool consultant will be a ~ber of 
the staff and will.be availaba. for con.ultation wfth the r.f.rring school. 
Credits wfll be of'ered for acad..ic accOMplishMents perticularly in 
the skflls ar.as of r.ading, ..th, English, history. Courses nec.ssitating 
equipMent, tools or ..terials will b. arranged through the public Ichools~ 
Students witl acqufre credfts for locial and personal develOpMent &nd c~nication 
skfl1. based on th.ir .intensive fnvolve.ent in group, individual and peer 
counselIng .~essions. Credit. will also be availa~l. for .fforts fn career 
develOpMent or tr.tning. 'lacements wflt be sought in pert or full time Jobs and 
in vocatfonal courses in public schools and the cOftlftUni ty ·coUege. eon...,ity .. 
cooperation will be sought 'or training placements su'ficiently dfver.e to pro­
vide growth experfenee. for att students• 
.Under the supervfsion of one teach~r who I. extreMely proficient fn inter­
personal cofllllUnication and counseling, the conc.pt and technique. 0' ··chUdr.n 
t..chfn9 chi 1 drenlt wi 11 be fundamental to the .ducational progn... It ha. been 
·found that I••rning tak ••. plac. at a much acc.lerated rat. when student. ar. involved 
fn tl:\. t.aching proc.... While tutor. 1••rn and r.tain the ..t.rial MOre rapIdly, 
and cOMpI.tely, the students allO I.arn IftOr. rapidly when taught by peers rath.r 
than "adult'· t.ach.rs. Whil. this concept i. used·by so_ schoo's on a 
U.fted ba.i I, and ·ulual ty r.s.rved for Itgoodll students, it fa complet.ly prac­
ticable as a fundamental educational philosophy. 8.ne'its range far beyond .i-,le 
.kilt bultdlng into rol~ explor.tion, communication ~ interpersonal relation­
shfps, and self-conc.pts and worth. Students from the project and frOM the public 
schools wilt b. of'ered credits .nd/or .alaries for tutoring ti_. 
On 'frst entering the progr.., .ach person will d.t.~in. the SUbject 
.r••s in which h. is deficient .nd need. remedi.tlon, .s well a. are•• of 
tnter.st ~nd motivation. When needed, standardized t.st. ar••v.ilabl. through 
Cl.ck.... County lED. Inftial -aucational ."ort.·will be to bring ·the 
. -. ..~ 
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defici.nt area. up to a lu,.vival leve1. after which individual fnterests 
will deteMmin. curriculum. 
Inftial contact. with local Ichool district administrators and 
counse~in9:departments have indicated strong support, particularly in that 
MOlt school I have been frustrated in lerving, even fn coping with, the 
population identified in this project. While direct referrall will initi­
ally b. q~it. limited in number, project results and .ffects, expertise and 
conlultation will be welcomed by public Ichool personnel. Communication and 
interactio.n between IChools and human resource agencies can definitely 
beneftt by the procelse. involved in thil project. 
Evaluation 
A. The individual and familYI 
At the end of the three '!'Onth involv.ment in the Adolelcent Day 

T,.eatment Program an evatuation of progrels will be m.de and recommendations 

concerning the foltowup program. Optional ,..commendations .ight include,con­

tinued involvement in the Day Treatment Profra., referral to a community 

, with 
resource, or terminatfon I 'ol1owup by the Day Treatment conlultation sta". 
'It fa pollible th,at a recorrrnendation 'or reltdential care mtght follow'a 
period 0' time in the Day Treatment Program. Crfte,-ta 'or eva1uation will be 
relevant to the individual and may di"er with each individual. In dealing 
with adolescent and ~amily with crftical adjus~..nt problems, it ts impossible. 
to set. specific standard as a succeSI criteria. Movement toward more politive 
,attitude. and behaviors within the 'amily and within the coamunity will be the 
anti,c1~ted ,direction and can be measured progressively al the program is 
carrfed out. Followup procedures after the famfly fs termfnated frOM the' 
program will be made and success of program wi11 be measured to lome degree 
1i 1 

by th•. stability 0' the chang.s which occur. 
8. Th. progr. 
Evaluation 0' the prograM i. r.garded as es.ential in order to find 
.r.as of success and areas on Which the program could be improved. Th.refor., 
in addition to a valuation recommendation conc.rning Uhe adolescent and his 
, ..fly, an evaluation of the progr. its.lf will occur at the end 0' each 
three month period. This wtll be accomplished b~ allowing f~r a two week break 
be~ween ~he ~hree monch 'erm before e.Gh group 1, begun. The program ev.luation 
wit) b. conduct.d by an outside organization (Iuch a. the Teaching R ••••rch 
,rogr.. at OeE) contr.cted 'or this purpos•• 
Sta"ing 
Th. Adolescent Oey Tre.tment Program staff would be compri.ed of the 
school consultant, 
following po.ttionsl Director, Counsel~r-Te.cher, Couns.lo/, a community 
organization worker for volunteer coordination and liaison w~th the lay 
community, a graduate Itud.nt in 'ield pla~ement, underiraduate .tudentl and 
volunteer. and ••cretary. The agencies involved 1n the project would alio 
MAke .ta" member. available 'or the 'amily ther.py, parents- groups and 
merft,l therapy. 
The director and counselor would be ment.l health profes.ional., such .s a 
psychiatric iocial worker or a clinical psychologist with extensive training 
and experience in working both with groups and with adole.cents. The tounsenlor­
Teacher would be a certi'ied teacher with special proficiency in communication 
skills and ·interpersonal behavior. Experience 1n coun.eling adolescents would 
be required. The director, coun.elor and counselor-teacher would be. responsible 
for the 'unctioning 0' the program a.·well as the supervision and training 
0' the r...ining sta,r. A more detailed outline of proposed sta" may be found 
in the .ection dealing with the budget. 
I 
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Appendix AI PROPOSED BUDGET 
'osition !!!.!. Annu.1 S.l.rr: 
Director 1192 x 6, 1252 x 6 llt,664 
Coun..lor &ItS x· 6, 888 x 6 10.398 

Counselor-Teacher &ItS x 6, 888 x 6 
 10,3" 
COMmUnity Org.niz.tion 
Worker 662 x 6, 695 x 6 8,1"2 
cter~Stenogr.pher It x "'2 x 6, It x SI7 x 6 3,027 
School COn.... l tant SItS 'x 6, 888 x 6 
-
~ 
'.y~11 Coat. If,40S.4o 
It_ A.....I COlt 
'sychologtc•• Consultaclon 2.S00 
. I 
'sychi.trfc Conaultation 2',500 
Rent and Utilitie. , ,t, 600 
.. " 
Telephone 2Ieo 
Janltorla' Service 
- ~80 
,t ...... port.tlon I,SOO J 
In••rvlce tr.fnlhg 7$0 
Equl....t .nd ..Suppl ie. 
'00 
Food 3,000 
R....rch .nd EvalUAclon ' 
,J:; 
57,027 
, 1 altai-ItOTOTAL 86,30 .40 
~ 
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In Kind Services Provided by Cooperating Agencies (a.,ed on an annual sa'ary 0' 
$ lS.000) . 
1. Therapists - parents groups (8 hours per week) 3~OOO 
2. Parenting class (2 hours 'por week) ", ,'7SO 
3. Marital Therapy (4 hours per week) 1,500 
4~ l=pact team (Equivalent 0' 1 full time staff) 15,000 
S. Supervi.ar•• S~uden~. and Volunt••r. (4 hour. -we.k) 1,$00 
6. "PlaMing and coordination (2 hour. ~.r week) 
. In additiona 
Q'fice spac•• 
O,tice equipment and supplies. 
Supplemental secretari.l help. 
In••rv1ce ~raining. 
,To be provided by cooperattng agencies. 
to detenaino at this time. 
! 
, $ 22.~;' 
An actual cost estimate ts imPossible 
" 
\., 
I 
I 
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STA':'ISTICS 
Table t Shelter C.re - Clackamas County C.S.O. 
f Yl!AR Numbor 0.· ChIldren 1n Shelter Ctlrc 
1910 118 
1911 131 I 
1972 243 
Jan. - June 
1973 237 
a) Aver.ge length of .,ay in shelter care (1973) 10.7 days. 
b) 7~ of young.ters r~infng fn Ihelter care over 7 day•• 
were in the 13 - 18 ye.r old _ge r.nge (1973). 
c) 77% of younglters in Ihel tor care were in tho 13 - 18 y••r 
Table 11 Foster care - Clackamas County C.S.O. 
Month eso Pa ent I No eso p~ .ent Institutions 
66 
68 
Nov. I 2 421 
I Dec. • 2 420 
old r.nge (1973). 
I 
408 11 'IIJan. III 19 
IF<tb. • 12 9 I 
2 104 
t3 11 
9 
9 
J~TAL 175 1002 
1 
-..,. 
t 115 
l 
~r. were 144 ~ew adolescent (13 - 18) 'case, opened at the Clackama. ~ounty 
Mental He.lth Clinic during the period ~.twe.n July 1. 1972 .~~ June 30. 1973 
t 
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• 
DAY TREATMEtlT PROGRAl' 
a) Direct. treatment with 
ado1escent 
b) Direct treatment \·,i th 
family
c) Educatfonal-Vocational 
for adolescent 
') I rl "':'" ..... I _ - ­
I 
-- --­ I 
.l
,-
EOtvtJlI tTY ] 
-'
­~ 
__ _ 
J. 	 ­.1 .. 1 1111 t r 	 ~ 
W t' rct.. .. 	 *II. 1tr 
souaCES 0; lHruT fOR ADOLESCEUT ~y TRE.,T;-iEtU P:10~'liUI 
~S OF IUpur} pnOGRAl4 conPOtlEHTS 
PROGAA.'t COHPOHENTS$OURCf.I. 	o'IREcr TREATMEHT 
Mental Health Cltntc 1. Ii. Sand 6 2. 	 EOUCATIOrlAl-VOCATIOMl 

Childreo$ Servl~e$
3. USIG BaoniER" Division 	 " 4, Sand 6. 
2, Sand 6I.E.O.4. 	 SCREENnlG AUO EVAlUA nON 
2$chools ,s~ TraJnfng 1. 4 and 6 
Parrott Creek 1, 4. S und 6
Juvenile Cour-t 
6. P.ROGRAJ4 O:::VELOPMENT P.S.U. Graduate andAND EVALUAnON. Undergr4duate 
Students 	 1. 2 ':1nd 3 
Volunteers 1. 2 and) 
The Ado1escent Day Treatment ftr.- Sta'f wtl1 be 	responstble for coordInating and 6 components a.1d 
.' .. 	 . 
be dl~ectly Involved' "t~ti their fmplementatlon. 
'. 
f ) 
. i· 
....... 
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TRAINING 
It ia anticipated that the proposed program wilt provide a vehicle 
which graduate students from the school of social ~rk and counseling psychol­
ogy Department at Portland State could recaive practicum experience. Such 
students would be required to spend 3 terms, at least 2 days a week, in the 
, 1 
. program. This would assure some continuity of staffing during the time the 
adol.scents were in the program. 'Undergraduate'students, upper division levol 
in behavior sciences could a1&o ~ involved in a companion "big b,.othertl 
I 

program with some of the adolescents, as indicated by noed. This would give 

the program _ dual role, both providing direct s.rv~ces t~ emotionatly dis­

turbed youngsters and their familie. and lupplying lome much needed practi:~. 

experience for students. 
'j 
Others involved in the training would include staff member. fr~n various1 
t 
community agencies_ Paraprof.ssionals and a volunteer program would·serve' as. 
an adjunct Ita" to the program and would be trained'in this c.pacity_ 
Appenaix F FACILITY 
A facility ~ropos.d for housing the program would be a building known al 
the Annex. This is .owned by • local church and is rented to the Kental Health 
Clinic at the present time 2 days a week and houses tho adult day treatment 
prOSram. The building is a fairly large, comfortabl. house ~roviding r~m$ of 
+ 	 various sizes appropriato for both group and individual' counseling and for the 
f 
.	activities or the program. There is aho a' kitchen whicf'l would .t.low tor' servii19 a 
noon mal. It is anticip.lt~ that this 'acn ity would be avai'lable on a rental 
basi, as it now fs for the adult program. 
Or'ice space ror the Adolelcent Oay Treatment Program Sta" will be pro­
vided by the Mental He.l th Clinic and/or other cooper.Ung ag~ncies_ 
~ 
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TYPICAL CASE HISTORY WITH DAILY DAY TREATMENT PROGRAM SCHEDULE 
I CASE HISTORY, M. N. Hale 
Sfrth Datel 6.26-58 

H. first came to the attention of the Mental Health Clinic on September of 1965. 
The presenting problem at this time was a reaction to the death of his father who 
di~ during the summer of 1965. Both H. and his mother were seen at that time and 
no further contlct was made with the Clinic until May 1972. At this time H. was 
14 years old and a freshman in high school. The presenting problem at this time 
was some difficulty K. was experiencing in steeping and subsequently som. behavioral 
difficulties at school. He and his mother ware not getting along well and he wasf 	 resisting her attempts to discipline and control him. A psychological ev.luation 

was done· at that time and a recommended trea~t progra. involved group therapy
1 for M., individual therapy for his mother with occasional sessions with the two of 

them being seen.together. . 

t 	
This program was undertaken with somewhat debatable success. Fo110wing this~ 
H. became inv01ved in some minor delinquent behavior which involved the Juvenile
t Court, the situation with his mother deteriorated and he, at her request was removed, 

from the home and was in Foster care for several months. He went through three . 

,foster 	homes during thet period of time. and did not make a successful adjuSbnent in. 
any of them.1 	 M. Ranifested some symptoms of depression and was hospftalized at Dammasch Hospi­
t 	 tal for approximately one month 'or evaluation. During this time he made some improve. 

ment and upon a discharge was once again referred to the Clinic and ha. been involved 

in a group therapy program here. 

I During the' period 0' time that K. has been involved at the Clinic he has not been in schoot, which means that at this point he is facing enterfng SChool once again as a fres~n. 'He is ~xpressing a great deal of apprehension about getting back in schoo' and the present plans include enrollfng hfm in a high school which he has not previously attended. 
I 
 Had the Day Treatment Program been in'existence 1ast year M. would have been an 
excet'ent candidate for such a program. It is entirely po.sible that should his 
school adjustment not be satisfactory that such a program would. again be feasfble 
for H. durfng the comfng ,year. 

I 
 Mondays 9rOO - 9130 a.m. M. a~rfves and mfxes with others. 
9r30 • 12,00 M. Attends Adolescent Group. 12rOO - 1,00 Lunch 
hOO .. le30 	 ·Unstruct~red time. 
J. 
1.30 • 2,30 H. attends class at tocal high school. (music ctass' 
·3.00 - 4.00 M. is tutored in readfng and math skitls At the Center. 
4.00 Prog~Am ends. M. returns home. 
7.00 - 9100 H~s. M. attends parent's, group. 
I 
..... 
. 1 
j 
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! 	 TY~ICA~ CASE HISTOIY WITH DAILY DAY TAEATKENf PAOGRAK SCHEDULE 
j Tue.day. 7.)0' - 91)0 p.M. Mrl. M. attend, parenting c1 •••• 
7.,0 • 10.00 p.M. M••pend. ewning with "bfg brother". 
Wednesday. 9100 - 4.00 	 M. repeat. ~ndaY'1 .chedule. 
Thursday. 71,0. 91)0 p.M. 	 FaMily coun•• ling - M. and hi. mother, Mr•• M. 
Occa.fonally .igni'icant others in the extended 'amily 
con.tellation might be included in the counseling 
••••fon•• 
Friday' 9.00 • 1,00 	 M. repeat. Mond.y' ••chedule. 
1a'~ · ,,00 M. tutors a grade .chool young.ter in math: 
3,30 - 'ulO K. meet. with hi. Juvenile Court coun.etor, "bigi brother" and .ta" person to review the activitfe. 0' 
the p•• t week and to plan 'or a coming week ot activitie••
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PROGRAM DEVELOPMENTS 

A Group Home-Hospital 
Treatment Model 
for Severely Disturbed Adolescents 
LI~D.\ l{. 1I0FF.\L\~ 
VIH..(;I~1 \ LEII.\t.\~ ."." 
ELI D. ZEV 
For secen:ly di.\tllrl~ecl ad()lc.'U:~llts· tv/W {ire· 
rCCldlJ Jor elise/wrge from hospital.,; /Jut tIre ex-' 
l)ericllc:illg long delays in placc11Ieut elsewhere, 
a C()1l1111U1lity-iJtlSed groll1' /tum£.' operating in co­
0lJf!ration ICit" a hospital may 11l('et their raeed. 
In 1972 chi ld we1t~\rc statistics indicatt·d that at t('a~t halfof the New 
York City <.:hiJdren ready for discharge from stak' hospitals 011 refer­
ral for phlct'ment to !\ew York City's Burt"au ot· ChiI'd \\'elfare wt:re 
severt~ly uisturhed adolescents. ~h\llr llad het'll awaiting placenlt.'nt 
anywhere from 3 months to 3 years. There also Wf"re many emotion­
· alJy dbturbcd ado]cs<.'t.'nts from municipa1 alld private psychiatric 
hospitals who wert' rt:ady (or dis(:har~t", and had been awaiting 
placement for prolongt·d periods. 
The majority of thest: disturbcd adoles{"t:'nts \Vt're black and 
· Pllerto Rican, hC:'twcen 13 and 18 ycurs old, from multiproblem 
~hctto families, They had histories of severe psychiutric disorders, 
long periods of institutionalization, actiilg-out lwha\'ior. suicidal and 
homicidal attempt~, and drug use. 
Lim/u R.lIoff11lcllI • .\1.S.W.• ACS\\', C.S.\\-:. is 5,1('(:itll Ass;'; ttW t to ti't' Com­
"'i.~~·imwr. Special Sat"iC'l'.!i for Chilcin'u, .\'et(. rork Cill). \';,-gillitl I.ehman. 
AI.S.U'., ACSW. C.S.\V., is Soc;cll \\'ofk SitJ]ert ;.~or of tlu' Cltildrt,,. (lIId . 
Adolesct:nt Sert:ices. 8ellf..'l:ue Psycl1i(ltric lIosJJi[lll. ,\"'W Ytlrk. Eli D. Zt·t:, 
M,S,U.'.,ACSW. C.S.\\'., teas Directur, .\I(·'lta[ Jll:tl/th St'rcil"l~s lJep(Jrtmeut. 
t 
t Abl,ott House ,In: iugton, N.r., at the time this "(l'J('~' ((~(lS u:riit(,II, lie i\' 'IOU; 
,j As.si.stallt l>iredor, Residential Pmgmm, Vhtll Del .\Iar, ClaUcl Care Sf"-· 
· t'kes, LOf Angeles. 
t . 
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Jo'c:w c:hihl".,rc a$.tl.·udc.'s h.u.l programs that t'uahlt·d tlwtll tu ~t'f\'t:' 
this populatlOll, Spc'd••1 Sl'r\'ic:t'S for Childn'n. tlu,' aumillistnl.tl\'e 
arm of tItt' Burt"tII or Child \\'clbrc.'. then,fort' C'llllli.lrked un au 
iIlUO\".ttl\'t' .'ppro.U'Ia. The (.·()Jt(·t·pt was to upe.'u· ('ornullIllity·hasl·J 
group hllllll'~ 0IWI.lh.'c! by it <.:hild (·~\rt· ~lgelH'Y ill affiliation with aud 
Jo<..'att,cllll'tlr psy(,hi.,tri<.: hospitals .with aclolt·set·ut services. 
Spt'l'ial S('I'\ l<:t·' f(n Child'rl"11 \\'ould prnvidc.' fumiinJ,( urlll ad­
ministrath (' ~tlPPOI't. The dlilcl (.'are agency would providt, the.' pro· 
gmmmill$.t alld ",'xpl·rtise fe'quirt.·el fur sCf\'idll!! tht.· adoi<."scents ill 
tht.· group hUllle.' , Th~ hospit41ls would provide admissiun to tht"ir 
. illpatit'lll ,c'r\'il:t'S i( rt'tltain.'d.aud makt, a (:olllltlitmellt tu aCl'ept the 
c.:hihln:I' illto tlll·ir day trt.'utllleut pro~ram, TIH.' day trt'ahllt'nt pro­
gram would iududt- a specialized and iudividualizt'd school pro-: 
graUl, a ... ",{,ill-iS psydlOtht!rapeutic, vo<.:utional ami rt.·cwatiunal st:'l'­
vices_ 
Program Goal 
The (l\,eraJJ ~o;,,1 was to lwIp adulc.:sc(·nts w·ith long histories or 
institutitmalilation i 11 (:I()~t'd settings to adju~t aml fum:tion socially. 
eciu,'ationally and v(){'ationaJly in an open group home settiug ill the 
(·ouaIllUllity. 
Ahbott House.' was tIlt' dlHd care agency with which the group 
homes Wt'n.' to ue dt..'\'e!oped. Bt... lle\,ue Psydllatrk Hospital. whose· 
Adult'scent Division's social work staff had sllhmitted the ()ri~inal 
propos.il lor slI<..'h 4l projec..·t. wns selected as tht! p~rchi:ltrit: lmekup for 
th~ first group IWflw for eight adoll"scent'i, Long- hland Jewish­
H illsidt.· P~y('hiatriC' fiospit,d was selected as tilt.> psychiatric backup 
for the st'cOlHI group howe for eight ~ltlolcs<:ents, 
At the oubet SpeduJ Sen'ices fur ChiJdn.'l1 ;md Abbott House 
formally agn'ed with both Bt·lIe\,ue and Hillside Iluspitals as to the 
roles. rt.'''ipol1sibilitit's und sen'ices they would provide for tllL'ir 
group IlUllW projt"(,:ts, Thh agrl"ement pcnnittt·d intc.:1.!ration of thl"ir 
fUlHling and n.'soul'ccs to illsure optimal (h'li\'l~I'\" of "iervi<.:e ill tlw 
projt·ct.· .. .. 
Advisor)" COJlllllittt'es for thf! Ahl)()tt House-Bellcvue group 
home and for the Ahbott Bousl~-HilJsidt'.KnHlI) hume. compri'\illg 
representatives of tlat' three t~u:i lilies, Wt:'rc t·~t,lblhlwc.i. Jointly. the 
committt:t,s were to: . 
1) selt-<.:t a program director•. to be un tht· Ahhott House staff. 
directl)' n·sponsible for programlllillg and' st,~tfing tilt, J!roup hom(' 
1!: 
1 
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imd C()(lnlifii.ltill~ ~r()llp honlt' ~t.·rd(.·t'S with those of parti<..'ipating 
ho,p'ital~; 
2) st·l(id a 'hospital staff psyehiatrist n'spollsihlt' for providing 
tlwntpt.·uti(· ,,,it! l'OIl:-'lllt,ltioll Sl'rvit'(~s for till' group huu1('; 
3) monitor ~~Hd ('valuate thl' program; , 
4) e~tahlish prtlgram policy; , , . 
5) J1Ii.tkt··, iutakt,d('l'isiolls Oil thc hasis of tlw prugram (Hrector's 
llll('l till' l),~·dti.itrist\ t'\ ahl'lt'ior~s; i" 
()) dh('lISS disl'ilarge ph,"s. . 
Through the (,flmts uf the two c01l1mitlt.,(,s tllt' projl'cts werc both 
Ilhast-'d in durillg tIlt' spring of 1973. Ea<.'h group home f.lccomtHO~ 
d;lll'd (·ight adt)lesct'nb. Girls Wl're selected as resi(icllts for both. 
hOlllt.'S, l)(,l.'all~{· statistk~ it1l1~l'att.'(1 that tlu-n,' was.a grt'atcr Iltlm'he'r 
of ~jrJs tIlall ltoys awaitil,lg plact.·ment at that tiUlt' . 
.Progr~n1\ \todd 
The programs h;lH.' ht,t~n under evaluation during tht'ir operation. 
An ath'mpt h,'., hecl1llHHlt.· to develop a single modd upon which to 
hase flltllre prugr,uu ,planning for residential fad lities to service 
,emoticlllally dbtllrht.'d adolt·scents. Through expt'rience, it has been 
fOlilld that tf\(' IUO..;t Stlt'(:('ssful approaches are: 
A. Dt'vt.'lopnll'llt of a tlwmpcutic milieu involving a s}'lithcsis of 
dlild· ~'i.lrt.' tt'clllliqllcs with a psychiatri<: hospital's ps.ychotherapeu­
tie, eduL'alio'ual, rt·t:rt·ational, f:unily planning and nwdkal servi<.'es. 
B, Provisioll of all illdh idllalizcJ program in rt'lation to the young~ 
stt·r;- U(·ac.it'lllk pott.'nti,d. current functioning and emotional stahil­
ity•.through the ho~pital 's spt.'cial intramuml school. 
c. Lo(.;atioll of'tht" group home in dose' proximity to the hospital. 
Su(.·h a IOl'atiOtl helps i nSllre attelldance at the hospital's school. It is 
also stmh.'gi<.: i()r (llllt'rgell('Y psychiatric an(Uor tnt>dieal hospital 
care, 
',D, L()('ation of tilt:· group hume in a communit}: supportive of the 
{'()Hl'ept. 
E. Di'\'t·loplIlt'llt of intake policy as follows: 
1) ~rhe (.'hild b refcrred by tilt' public.: agt'llCY or the paJticip~lting 
hospital. t-;adl hospital home is uUottcd &l per<.'tmtage of the refer­
rals. bas('d ma it~ original written l.lgrcenH'ut. 
2) TIll' child is interview'cd in the referring hospital setting by 
·the program diwdOi' and hospital psychiatrist. . 
3) A ddt'1'I1I!Uatioll is made 'that the child has tlw potential to 
j. 
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esta1.li!'>h OIl(·-t()·~)IH! all~lIur grollt> n~latlon~hilh ,lilt! i, muti\'atlocl 
tel att('n.lpt tu fuudinll ill an opt'n group hU1l1t' ,\\.·ttillg, 
4) :\ ollc-tby visit i~ II1<UJl' hy tilt' child to tilt' group home .uld the 
hospital'... schonl. , 
5) l'pou al't'l·pt.llIl· ....•• a writtt'lll'Olllmitl1lcllt i:-.obtaiul'd from the 
relt-nill),!; hospital to n.'~ldlllit a child who is t111.\hh, to adjll,t to the 
~rOl1p homt.' within' 91) days.
fir TII(· <:IlIld is plal'l,d din.-ctJy.Trull1 tIl«' l'l-ft-rrin}.,t hospital into 
tilt' ~rollP hOlllt.', 
F. 	 l)t:n·lllpuwnt (')1' db<.'1\;.lr!-tt· policy .\s follow"i: 
11 ])i,dlar~l' plaitS an' disl'tlss(-d with tilt' advisory l'olllmittet.'. 
2) Fill.tf di~(:hilrgt' dc:l'isiolls for tIlt! group hOIllt' are made h~' the. 
prOl.!ralll din-dol'. Followt1!> pl.UlIlillg for l'hildrl'11 is tIlt' rc.'sponsi­
hi lih' or till' dlild care agt.'Hl'\·, 
;)) 'Fiual disdmrg(' dt·(·him;..; for til'..... day hCl:-tpit.d program art.',' 
matte h\' tht, d.\~· hospital staff. 
G. Pw\'isinn of individua1 and glpllp thl'rap~ h, p"Yl'hiatrish ~md 
profl'S~i()n.d sodal workers. Thl'Sla therapists, alollg with child ('m'(> 
staff, rm'~ abo l·OtH.lucf liie-spal'(:' iutc.'r\'i<.·ws. 
II. Pro\'isiou of thrt>(' ~hifh of ('hild c;.ln' staff within t~ach 24'-ho,tr 
lwriod. J"ltht'r thaI! Ii\ l'-ill parelltal pt· ....;(lIl ..... Thi!'> staffill~ patterll 
rdic.~\·(·s tIl(' ~trl':-t~ of \\ nrki!lg witt. Sildl.1 "it:\ t'rl'l~ di"turhcd popula­
titHl. unabk ttll'O(H: witla tilt,' more illh:lIs(' p~lre11t-(.'hild re.Il.ltionship. 
1. ProlllotilHl of ;.l\\'arl·nc~!'t, UlH.lt.·rstamling and iu\'oJ\'~mcnt in the 
n'!'>idt'l1t,,' total adh itjl'~ through cOlllhillt'd ml'etings of tIlt' group 
homt.' and hospital statTs. 
}. EllhalH:eIlH.·llt of po,itin..' tt.'~lillgS and n .. 1atiortships toward 
pet'rs and (.'UIlHlIllllity through empha!'>is Oil cOlllmunity ad'idties 
s\I(,.·h ~lS jqillt Sh,)ppitH.rtrips, IIl()vil's, i<:l' skatin~. l'unrscs at the "Y:­
\'uluntt.'t:'r ,work. et<:, 	 . 
:\'ethod of l)rogram E\'uluation 
E\~lln:ltioll of tl.t' ~WIIP hnllll' l)l'ograms has l)('l'n hased on 
wlwth(·r tlwy han' add(·\'(·d tlwir o\'prall ~oaJ of sodal, t"lhll'ational 
ami \'O(:ational,adjustlJlt'llt. Sodal cUljU"itlllC'llt has ht>t-n measured OIl' 
·the hasis of the YOlllU!Stl'rs' ahility to remain all'll flllH.'tinn in oPt'U 
c0I1t'lllll11ity-ha,(,d ~roltP I~ollw settin;,!;s. 
Thto l'rilpria for'l'dll<:ationaJ adjushlH.'nt han.' lU:,'l'll schoul atteH­
dance.' alld ill'hi(·n'llll'ut. A<:adl'llIic c\l·hit·\'ellll'ut has heen enlluated 
'.~ . 
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hy l'()\llparillg cllrrent 1Il,lthcmati(·~ .1lH.l l't'adin~ s(.'ore .. wi.th those 
uhtaint'd UilOlI atllllis~i(}n. 
At tlth. tilllt' \t is not t>()"i~ibl(' to (,·valuah.' \'oeatiollal adjll~tnU'ilt 
d('fillih·Jy, a~ tlll're..' b onl~' Oltt' child wlu) rt'quirt,~ ..,(H.'.tUOllal traiu­
ing. Sill' is Oil lell·rr.d to i.l vo(.·atiullal trailiill~ prn~J'ilIll . 
. Sucial Adjustment 
. During tilt' fir~t }c..'ar of opt.'ratioll of thl' two gmup hO!l\t,~ (1 H7:l­
HJ7·l) tht·ft' Wl'rt' 2~ i.Hlmbsiolls. Sixlt'('l1 girl, are (.'lIrn·lItl~ ill rt'si­
dcrwl.': e..'i~ht from 9 mouths to a year, thr<'t' from 6 to 9 moutlls, alltI 
fiVl' up to () lIlouths from tllt'ir ..<1mb-stoll (btt's. 
TIll> }:1'\:llihlrt'lI whe.> did not r..... maill W(-'rt' disclaar~cd dllrillg the 
fir-.. t·1) lIIl)llth~ of tIl(' pro~rallls~ exbtt'f1(.:t', 'I'll(' majority of thl"c 
youugsh'rs Ic..,ft within a month of their adlllis~ioll datt-s, Ther..· han' 
, bl'CIi no disch.ugl.'''i during the last 6 11l01ltlt~, TIle' dropouts c..·t'a~t:'d 
simultaneously with till' solidificatioJl of the..' tri-party relatiollships 
through til(' :\d\'l~or}' Committet'. rC'iolutioll of tuajor admillistmti\'(a 
prohlt'llls. development of a more relt'nUlt intake policy ilnd more 
<.'ohcsin;' intE.·r- and intra- staff-resident f(·latiunships 'in tht' group 
IH.lIlles. 
It is 1I0t pO'i~ihIc.· to deh.'rmint' tIn: de~rt.'f.:' ufhchavior modification 
that has o<"'('uHcd or its pennanen('(', due to the re1.lti\ ely hricf ti lilt' 
in.trcatnH.'lIt in a community setting. AltllO!lgh posith t.' and IlE'~(ltin' 
fiuctuatiulls ha\'e occurred in tilt-' YO\lllgstt-r~: ,ht'ha\'ior over tlu: last 
year. tlll'rt' .has been no adverse ('OIl1I1lUllity reaction to their pres­
, 	("'I\(..'t!. III gent'ral, the hehavior orthe rcsidcHb has at least relllaiu('cl 
the same in the open group home setting as it was in a closed ~l'tting, 
In somt' c.lses t1H,-rt.' art' indk'ntiolls of siguifkant improyelllcnt. The 
a(.·ting-ollt. a~~r('ssive tendencies of at least six of the girls h'l\'t~ 
noticeahly suhsided. . 
Edu'cational Adjustment 
The, hospitab' spcdal schools have ·hee~l providing a strudUfl'(I' 
social expt'riem:e along with an individualized. educational ap­
proach for these youl1gst~rs, most ()f whom hU\'t' histories of poor 
schoo] attcndaIH,:e. adjustment and Hchie\'cnwnt. All but one of the 
16 girls in resi<lenc(' have been attt.'nlliug Sdloo1 n ..>gubrJ~·. Twelve 
are at,tenc.liJl~ tht.' hospitals' special schools, ont' is attending a ('om­
Ill.unity high s<.'l1O,ol and two are atteuding college, Two of those· 
attending hospital sehool are currt'ntl~' candidates for 'high school'. 
Ii 
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equivalellt·}' (>xamillati(jla~. TIlt' OIl\' ehild Hot ath.'IHIiIlJ,! sdu)ul (tht, 
~irJ 01\ n·ll'n.d to a vocational tr.tillillg l)rogr~lIH) ,is wceivillg remt" 
dia" lll'lp at tIlt' group houH'. ' 
Tlw pott'ntiill f;)1' ;.wademi<..' al'hip\:entt.>nt amonJ,£ tlwsc youligstt'r"i 
\'aril"'s. Tht.' i r IQs ral)~t' frOiIl lIIi I d I y retard(,d to ahon.. -a\,(.anl~t'. 
Acadl'lIli<: progn'~\ has i>t'Pllllwa!'>llrcJ ill tenns ofany impro\,(,'luellt 
in n'mlin,!.! i.lIH.1 math ~<.'()n.' ... 1'1'0111 tlu,' dattO ofadllli~sion to the prescllt. 
Tell of the 15 n'~idl'lIb who attt'mi schuol han.' showli pro~rl'ss in 
n'dding allcllll~lth :-.c.:orcs, with \.'kar i ndic.:atiolls that thl'rc is a (,'OTrt!­
latioll hdWl'l'll the (~hild's length or stay alld hc.'r edut'ational 
progn'ss. 
Conclusion 
The progr;Ul1!'> han· d<:Hloustrah'd that thl'l't' an' sl'\"t.'rl'1y dis­
turht'd ad()lt"sl't"nt~ who ..In' abJt' to fuuc.:tioll and prOg~'l'~S sodally 
. amI c..dul·utionally i n thl'~c.' open ("omlllllllity·based group homc.' set­
tiu~!'>, . . 
A major fadol' in the pro~l'am' s success is that ()ptint.ll federal. state 
, and Ic>cal fUllding has b~en ohtained for opl"ratiollaJ expenses. 
:\u()ther fador is that tlte participating agencies drew up ~lgrecments 
dl'filling the st.'l'vkt.,,, and n':-.ponsihiJities of cacla. 
TIlt.' most POSiti\'f· ongoill~ {'Ompunellt in tlw programs' dl'VeJOP­
J1lcnt has h('t~lI tht· acldsol'\' ("'Ollllllittec of rt'presl.'ntativl's of the 
thrt'l' partidpating a~l'IH'i{'~. Though th(' ag~'lldes" interests' and 
~ervkt' m<.Uldah·!'> J1l<.l\' have differed. the ('0111111 itke has Lcen the 
, ~'ehil'It.' t(lr fostt'r.illg 'the trust and ulldt'rstandin~ that enahled its 
members to dl'\'elop the c(\mmOIl goal of providing quality adminis­
tratioll and sen'jet'S ill the ~roup homes, The support ()i'thc commu­
nity also Jlt'lped stre'llgthen thl' group homes. As meJitioncd 
earlic.. r. notwithstanding fluduations in the' 1.1.doJesl't.'nts· acting­
out heha\'ior there lias been no adverse community reaction. 
Finally, the therapeutil', educational and rel'rt'ational program 
d~\'t",]opt·d to lll<.1iutaill the youngsters' int~::.'...c~t and involvement and 
. tht: positive 'stan~resid('nt relati()n~hips ha\'c pro\ ided tht, milieu 
t:'s"i(,lltial for Sll(·t'(·S~. 
Further T(.'SCardl 011 this type of pro~r'~1ll h Ill't'<i(;'(l. It· should 
illdude a determiuatiun of which st"'vt'rely di"turbl!d adolesccnts 
can helwfit from tlli!\ kind of setting, which require .\ Ilh)H' structured 
setting. and \\ hat treiltnwnt modalities lu\\'c tlw most posith'c long­
raugt' effects. i\t'\'erthC'Jess" in ~'iew of thl' pr()gralll~' curnint slIe­
(.'es~, local 'child care agcnl'ies allU psyt:hiatric ho ... pih~ls have he~ull 
t' 
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t(,) ,how illh·rt·~t in dt:\,t.~luping their own servi<,.'l·s hi.lSt..d on this 
Illmlt'l or modi fal"ations of it. 
Special Sen iet~S for Childn'n rt.·(.'t-ntly 0llt'lWd another ~rOllp 
hOIl1(' with Ahhott HOllSl' :.md Bcl1t-~'lle Psydliatrk HO'ipita1. Thi~ 
}U>IIW is te)f l'i,.;ht {'motional distllrht.'d i.ldoll'sl'l.'llt hoys. Spc<.'ial Ser­
\'kt·~ for Children phws to 01>(:11 soon at h·a::.t two mOrt' group hOlUl~.s 
f\lr elliot iou.d ly disturbed adolt'scl'nts, 'USiH~ the tri-party ;'lpproach or 
variatioll' of this lIlodd. • 
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